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MAKE GOOD CLUB PHILLIPS LADY
ADAM AND EVE
HEADQUARTERS
GETS THE GAME HAVE GYMNASIUM
Urge Private Pond Stocked With
Two Fine Deer the Result of a Many Pets Around the L ean -toTrout, and Good Section for
Hunting Trip in Stratton.

Game.

Collecting Quantities of Ferns.

There is no sportsman or sports
It is reported that Dr. E. L. Pen
woman
who starts out on a hunting
nell of Lewiston has incorporated I
his farm property in New Portland trip with more zest than does Mrs.
town
selling shares of stock to a number George B. Dennison of this
and few who have a surer aim when
of Lewiston sportsmen.
The site of the farm about three tl;° time comes to down the game.
mites from Kingfield village is one j Mrs. Dennison has secured a deer
of the finest and would make ifteul each year for seme time, and has ha
?.s a companion many times Mrs. J.
country club headquarters'.
A large private pond which
has W. Carleton, who is also a good shot
been stocked with trout for several They l ave hunted by moonlight as
years affords good fishing
which j well as'vdaylight and have watched
the j under trees fer a deer many nights
il will constantly improve, while
neighboring region is Minting ground until the wee sma’ hours and usually
with success. "
for all kinds of game.
A. Farmers’
This year Mrs. Dennison received
telephone line is being installed and
invitation from her
cousin, Mrs.
will be in operation this week.
Frank Morrison of North Chesterville to be her guest at her camj»,
Camp Fjedia in Straiten and to do a
little hunting, which invitation was
eagerly accepted.
Mrs. Hodgkins, a friend of Mrs.
Morrison was the cook and house
keeper and the ladies hunted to
Shippers Take Notice of New their heart's content.
Tariff.
When the ladies returned to Phil
lips a few days ago a dee’- was
All shippers of freight on the strapped on each, side of the run
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail ning beard and perhaps they Were
road should be interested to know not feeling pretty good for both lad
that a tariff has been filed with the ies had shot a fine doe.
Public Utilities Commission and the
Interstate Commerce Commission by
the Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad effective November 1, carry
ing demurrage charges of 50 cents
per car, per diem, after 48 hours on
all cars received and not unloaded,
The annual inspection of the Sandy
or loaded and not ready for ship
River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad
ment within the time limit.

CAR DEMURRAGE
HAS BEEN FILED

OFFICIALS ON
INSPECTION TOUR

HOTEL BLANCHARD

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTO. MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRA TTO N M A IN E .
E . H . G R O S E . P ro p .
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
VS&SS&C&Stm

M o u n ta in V i e w H o u se
Aloantain View, Maine
F or f ur t her par t i c ul ar s wr i t e or a ddr e s s

L. E. BOW LEY,
Mountain View,

Maine. I

Ed. Grant's Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
•treani, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O . ,

P. O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t ' s M e .

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
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M o u n ta in
M a in e

B o ld fM o u n ta in C a m p s a r e s itu a te d a t th e fo o t o f B ald M o u n ta in on M ooselooknier w t i c L a k e . N e a r th e b e s t fishing: g ro u n d s . F ir s t c la ss s te a m b o a t c o n n e c tio n s —A uto
ro a d to c a m p s —T e le p h o n e c o n n e c tio n s —T w o m a ils d a ily —W r ite fo r fre e c irc u la r.
AMOS E L L IS . P ro p ’r..
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Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
'
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT

Bingham, Nov. 1.—T" ere are two
people in Maine at the present
time who are not worrying" about
tneiir coal bill this winter, at least
not until, thie first of
December.
These two fortunate or unfortunate
people, according to the way in
which one looks at it, are Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Estes, the modern Adam
and Eve, who are enjoying two
months in the Maine woods equip
ped with deerskin suits, heavy wood
en clubs and a BUippOy of porcupine
and rabbit moat sufficient to last
them until the hunting season clos
es.
. According to Mr. Estes, they have
lost hut little weight, and although
r
'tney
have keen appetites sometimes,
ye* they are never what one might
call real hungry.
Mr. Estes when
interviewed by a Press reporter,
was dressed in- a deerskin
turned
inside out with the hairy side next
to his flesh.
His face wias covered
by a growth of nearly two inches of
r
whiskers, nearly to his chin. In
his hand he carried a heavy wood
en club about three feet in Length,
with a big knot at the end; this he
termed his automatic rifle. Clasped
tightly in his other hand, as though)
I e feared it would escape him, was a
hunk of porcupine meat, blackened
by* fire and dirt, which, he eagerly
gnawed now and then.
Mr. stes’
whole appearance was such as to
give a thrill of terror to any peace
ful passer-by and suggested more a
citizen of prehistoric times than a
harmless young man wwking out an
experiment with Mother Nature.
The weather on the day that Adam
Estes talked with The Press man,
was anything but adapted to the
garments worn by Adam. The wind
blew a gale and snow and rain fell
at frequent intervals.
Notwithstand
ing this fact and that The Press re
porter and guide were
shivering,
even through, several thicknesses of
clothes, the red-(headed young man
seated himself calmly on a log and
proceeded to converse as though he
had not a care in the world and
the temperature that of a summer
day.
Questioned as to his methods
of providing food and sustenance,
Mr. Estes laughed and said that with
a supply of rocks to hurl it
was
an easy thing to knock over
the
pocu,pines, rabbits and partridges tha
infested that part of the. woods.
Trout were plenty in the brooks, he
continued, and he and his wife had
constructed several nets in which
he -had succeeded in catching -all the
fish lie wanted for his birch bark
trble.
No thrilling adventures have hap
pened to Mr. and Mirs. Walter F.
Estes of Gray, since their last birchbark message was received by The
Portland Press.
On the contrary,
with their first month in tb.e woods
nearly completed, they seem to have
settled down into the life of primit
ive man and wioman.
The wild things of Jlie forest are
their companions, almost their play
fellows, for deer browse on the
tender evergreen shoots near their
lean-to and squirrels, gathering their
winter’s supply of good, gaze at the
two strangely garbed creatures.
Maine’s modern Adam and Eve
are not passing many idle hours. On
the contrary, they are the busiest of
the busy.
Thousands of ferns are
being collected for the florists of
the State, while the nimble fingers

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
and nearly all the camps are open during the H unting Season.
was made the first of tfhe week by
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very special train service and in the party
were President Morris
McDonald,
abundant.
Non-resident Hunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the S a n d y R i v e r &
booklet with map.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,

R ang eley

L a k es

R a il r o a d

for

Phillips, Maine

Vice President George S. Hobbs,
General Manager F. N. Beal and
Director Weston Lewis, one of the
former owners of the line.
In addition to tlhe main line the
following lines were inspected: Bamjum, Mt. Abram and Bustis.

PRICE 4 C E N T S

of Mrs. Estes are weaving beautiful
wreaths of princess pine for use
during the holidays.
yNo better proof of the skill of the
little woman from Gray could be
.asked than the magnificent wreath
that she has sent to the Press. It
is nearly two feet across and stud
ded with the brilliant red partridge
berries.
The princess pine is bound
on a branclh, with a running root and
done so cleverly that it holds much
better than would a string.
The
wreath fairly breathes the freshnessof the woods.
Mr. Estes has sent a sibort hut
picturesque account of the life of the
couple in the woods.
His last let
ter to the Press reads:
AT WORK IN THE WOODS.
(By Wallter F. Estes.)
Wonderland—We are sending you
wreath and a bunch of fern® that,
we have been picking. We have been
collecting a lot of princess pine and
fern, have shipped 20,000 and have
15,000 on hand to date.
We have
felt the good of our deer skin suits
d u r i D g the past few days, for
the
ice has been about an inch thick in
the last three mornings.
We are getting several pets around our lean-to.
The deer will
come' within a few yard® of our horn
and with lifted heads will watch u®
h? we tie our ferns until we move,
when they wild dart away again.
The squirrels in their play wall run
over the pile of ferns in front of
us and up and down the nearby
trees.
We are not alone in our
work of connecting ferns, drugs and
food-stuffs, for these little animals
are doing the same thing. It’s great
sport to watch them a® they fill
their mouth® W i t h nuts and then run
off to their homes.
We are very well satisfied with,
•cur life here.
We have certainly
been enjoying life since we got our
furs and completed the nice comfor
table lean-to. The time passes very
quickly.
We are up in tine morn
ing at the first peep of day. Put
ting as near a® we can tell an hour
into performing ou.r exercises
and
deep breathing. We use a limb of a
nearby tree for a bar and rocks fer
dumbbells. Then after a plunge in
to the cold stream, ■vfre are ready
for breakfast.
After tlh.i® we are
off for the day, and make as near
as we can tell from 15 to 20 miles
before night.
The cuts: which Maine Wood® rer
ccntly published of Mir. and Mrs.
Este® were kindly loaned u® by the
Portland Press, that paper being in
formed of the movements of the
couple, who has the right to obtain
and publish the information first
hand.

VISIT WM. TELL
CLUB IN CAMP
Popular Game Warden Shows the
Members How to Shoot.
(Special to Maine Woods.)

Greenville, Nov. 3.—Saturday, Oct
ober 30thi, after a day spent plant
ing fish in the tributaries to Sipencer Bay, I anchored the good ship
“State of Maine’’ at Sid
Young’s
wl.arf and struck the trail for the
camp of the far famed William. Tell
club, arriving shortly after dark and
received an enthusiastic
welcome
from the many members there as
sembled and soon felt at home in
their midst.
I could not but admire the order
ly manner in which everything was
conducted, and I wa® invited to read
the rules posted in .th e camp which
applied to guests as well as to the
members.
To mention some of
these I wjiill say that no person is al
lowed to enter camp with a loaded
gun—which is a very wise precaut
ion—and every gun is cleaned and
oiled every might whether it has been
used or not.
Target practice i®
carried cn every day, and if there
is no “game’’’ in sight they shoot at
a metal disk of small diameter and
a much, smaller hole in the centre.
You are supposed to place your bui
lt- ‘ in the hoie, and if you don’t, and
strlfko the disk, a bell rings—-Bach
ma.n has five shots at a time.
I
fired my five Shots—no bells chim
ed, so I claimed that I put them all
in the hole—-a perfect score—but some of the members were so
unkiind a® to suggest that I did not
bit the disk at all.
I believe they
were jealous of a real marksman.
Supper was served promptly at 7.
Everything that was good to eat was
set before us except game in any
form.
When I ventured to inquire
about thi® they told me they would,
rather have the game 'wi-ld in toe
woods then have it on the table—
so thinking that this was very mag
nanimous on their part, I was con
tent with beefsteak from Swift &.
Co.
Upon retiring I was invited to-put
my clothes where I would be sure to
find them in the morning, a® they
explained that the early risers took
their pick of anything they
could
find.
This club has a splendid set of
camps in an ideal
location, on a
spruce knoll
overlooking Spencer
pond and mountain.
They assemb’e here every October and get ac
quainted all over again, relax from
the business cares of their
busy
lives', are well taken care of by their
guides and chefs—sometimes
they
shoot a deer and are sorry for it—
and return to their homes greatly
benefited by their two weeks spent
in one of the finest camps and in
The Following Game Has Been a* good a game country as may he
found in all the Maine woods.
Received at the Bangor Sta
Long mlay the veteran sons of Wil
tion this Season.
li;am Tell live to revisit their for
est home under the shadow of Old
Spencer.
A B. Pulsifer, Fitchburg,
Howard Wood.
Mas®.,
1 deer
A. W. Rogers, Beverly,
Mass.,
2
A Nicholson, West Hoboken,
”
J. C. Rogers, Beverly,
1
Mass.,
Mas®.,
2 ’’ A G. Hitcliborn, Abbott
Village,
1
M C. Foss, Milo,
1 ”
1
H. C. Rhodes, Derby,
1 7
Arthur Teeling, Bangor,
E. E. Hatlborn, Bangor,
2 ”
J. A. Brew®te,r, Camden,
2
”
F. H. Blanchard, Bangor,
1 ”
2
Geo. A. Yeaton, Boston,
P E. Whalen, Bangor,
1 ”
H. H Hodgkins, Lawrence,
1
W. J. Murphy, Bangor,
1
Mass.,
P. E. Riliey, Lowell, Mass., 1 ”
H. H. Hodgkins,. Lawrence,
1 bear
A. L. Stark, Boston,
2
Mass.,
2 deer
F. L. Tapper, Boston,
2 ”
H. C. Cook, Boston,
”
2
H. J. Habick, Boston,
2 ’’ :N. H. White, Boston,
2 bears
P. W. Grant, Bangor,
1 ”
N. IT. White, Boston,
1 deer
J. W. White, Haverhill,
Mrs. M. Young, Bangor,
”
2
Mas®.,
2
F B. Lob ley, Bangor,
Fred L. Runnells, Bangor, 1
G. Cunningham, Bangor,
1 ”
James W. Colgan, East Wey
Com. Fish & Game,
’ji
2
mouth, Mass.,
• Augusta,
1 ”
r>
2
H C. Pickering, Boston,
H. A. Knowles, Boston,
1
9
9
1
James- W. Oollgan, Boston,
O. W. • Madden, Old Town, 1
99
2
F. B. Simpson, Bangor,
1
Geo. T. Hammond, Boston,
Mrs. F. M. Simpson, Bangor, 1 ”
Batch eld er & Snyder,
(Continued on pape four.)
Mrs. D. W. Na®on, Bangor, 1 ”

SHIPMENTS OF
GAME AT BANGOR

t
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GRANT’S SCENE OF
GAY FESTIVITIES
The Bow and Arrow Tribe Leave
For Home
(Special

to

Maine Woods.)

Grant’s Camps, Kennebago, Nov. 1.
—The party calling themselves the
Bow and Arrow Tribe, regretfully left
for home after a pleasant two weeks'
slay in camp.
The party consisted
.of Messrs. D. G. Hodgkins and wife,
Arthur P. Haines and wife, Joihn a
Leach and wife, Miss Alice M. Hel
per. and James A. Jameson, all of
Rockland.
The party motored via
Phillips leaving their car at Oquossoc.
Each day offered some new means
of entertainment and the beautiful
weather was a great aid in helping
the party have a good time.
It was a peculiar instance that the
23rd and 24th of Oct. were the birth
days of two members of the party,
Mrs. Hodgkins and Mr. Jameson, so
a joint celebration was held in their
honor, when a birthday cake and
ices were sei’ved.
In the evening everybody was in
vited to Camp DeWitt which
was
beautifully decorated with Hallowe’en
emblems and the pumpkins, colors
of yellow and green.
Each guest
participated in the distribution of
gifts, aR wrapped and inscribed with
a bit of original poetry. Each one
received favors both useful and other
wise.
Mrs. Hodgkins and Mr. Jameson
were the recipients of many pretty
gifts and at the close of the pleas
ant evening everybody went to the
piano at which Mrs. Leach presided
and joined in singing the never old
songs.
At a late hour the party
dispersed voting it the best birthday ever.
On Friday all the gentlemen mem
bers of the party spent the night at
the Sable Brook tent grounds, ac
companied by Guides Charles Cush
man and H. E. Grant.
Deer were
secured by each member of the
party, and included two fine bucks.
The last day in camp was cele
brated by a picnic dinner on the
beach and a costume party which
was a huge success, and a
good
wind-up for the two weeks’ pleasure.
Some of the costumes were as fol
lows:
Mrs. D. G. Hodgkins made a

WOODS,
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cute Tod Levane jockey in her hus
band’s clothing and red cap; Mrs. A.
J. Haines a true to life chief in cap
and apron, with the aid of small pil
lows; Mrs. John Leach a charming
peasant; Miss Hellier a pretty gypsy
Mrs. W. D. Grant in a suit of over
alls, wide hat, pitchfork, and chin
whiskers representing Uncle
Rube
from
“Punkiin”’
Center;
Albert
Jameson was a beautiful blushing
bride, in a white dress and beautiful
veil of white mosquito netting, carry
ing a bouquet of celery in a some
what passe condition. As Mr. Jame
son stands over six feet and weighs
over 200 pounds, the effect can well
be imagined; Messrs. Sumner Aus
tin, Arthur P. Haines and David
Hodgkins each in female costume,
made pictures both picturesque and
otherwise.
Mr.-Hodgkins was espec
ially charming in his wife’s travell
ing clothes, and might easily have
passed anywhere for a “perfect
lady;,”’ Messrs. Leach and Winslow
each had an amusing combination of
costume, Mr. Leach representing a
priest and Mr. Winslow wore a lady’
dress with the painted face of a
French Count, surmounted by a man’s
straw hat.
After taking up the rugs and trip
ping the light fantastic for a merry
evening the party broke up, all agreeing that they would give most
anything to have as good a two
weeks’ at some future season.

GOOD SUCCESS OF
AUGUSTA HUNTER
A party of Augusta hunters, known
as “The Big Six,’’ and made up of
J. D. Newman, W. E. Swift, T. H.
Bodge, R. L. Wardwell, A. N. Scxule
and C. H. Russell, arrived in Auguisto on train No. 2 Monday evening, a
week, well laden with game and re
ported a most enjoyable time on
their trip.
TQiey bad been located
for the past 10 days at Spencer Lake
where they were guided by Kenneth
Lee of Augusta and John Rowe of
Jackman.
Charles Heath of Augus
ta acted as chef for the party.
Messrs. Soule and
Newman each
brought back a bear and each
of
other members of the party returned
with a deer, the Mr. Bodge’fe being a
11-point buck.
The members of the
party also brought back with them a
few fine birds.
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A REAL BARGAIN
|
|

A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preserve. Ex ellent camps and many outlying ponds.

J
|

|

$3,000

|

|

spot cash takes it.

For further information write

£?

“Skunk fur is eagerly sought/
the manner of his going, but he just
“After sup.
went.
He turned and headed for says Mr. Alexander.
somewhere with the “woof woof” of plying the home market Last year
the bear on his starboard quarter. tile United States sent 500,000 skins
Farley hit a tree. He didn’t know tc London.
what kind of a tree it was and he
“If we had known thirty years ago
Farley’s Original and Effective didn’t care, but he climbed it and what we know now about the ‘disoutdid the. nimble gray squirrel in arming’ of skunks, skunk raising
Method for Getting Rid of the
his performance.
As he caught jiold would be a tremendous industry. The
of the lowrer branches he felt the animal is hardy.
Brute Proved a Bit Costly
There are six or
hot breath of t ie pursuing bear cn seven young in each litter, and one
the nape of his neck.
This hot air is seldom lost.
Bingham, Oct. 30.—Harold Farley assisted him to rise and lie went
“The inclcsure of a fur farm jg
cf Bingham has conquered a b’ar in higher and higher until he wTas ful
one of the most important items to
the woods single handed.
He has ly 50 feet from the ground.
consider in going into the business.
created a method for getting rid of
At the same time he yelled as My fences are of galvanized
iron
a r’aring, roaring b’ar that proved
only a youth of 21 can yell when lie net and extend eighteen inches be
not only original but effective. It
has to.
The yells of the man and lt'w tlie ground.
A skunk seldom
also proved costly.
Farley has just been treed by a the “woof” of the bear made an un d-gs deeper than a foot. Three hun
usual and decidedly
disconcerting dred skunks to an acre is a comfor
big woofing black animal that had
diet.
table distribution.
designs on his life.
But
Farley
Farley heard more than
the
“Besides sour milk, 1 feed my
was equal to the occasion and provHe heard the sound of skunks rye, oatmeal, cornmeel, car
e l that while his* name is Harold, he “woofs.”
is more than most Harolds are sup- Si.arp claws scratching the trunk of rots, cabbages, potatoes, melons, tothe tree below him and he
knew' matoes, pears, grapes—in fact, every,
nosed to be.
Care
He burned his handkerchief to that the bear was due to climb the t.iing that grow's on a farm.
and study are essential, for the skunk
keep away the bear. TQien he burn tree.
“Must have fire, must have fire, 1 is wild and there is no universal
ed bis shirt and another shirt, and
knowledge of him and his habits. In
he would have burned everything he said Farley instinctively.
He pulled matches from bis pock captivity the skunks soon become do
bad on if he hadn’t received help
They move slowly and are not
just when he did.
He was treed, et and one of the new clean hand cile.
Soon the piece of linen very alert.”
treed to the extent of 50 feet
in kerchiefs.
the air by an an’rnal that set after was burning and was dropped in the
him, and his only means of getting p-eneral direction of the bear below.
“Wo-o’wof!” said the bear.
rjd of bruin was to burn the first
The little torch, flickered and burn
things that came to hand. The per
Another burning handker
formance did the trick and to his or ea out.
iginality, Farley says he now owes chief was dropped.
“Wooo-o-o-o-of,” said the bear al
life.
most
despairingly.
A year ago, according to Harold,
Then another handkerchief fell,
be wouldn’t have minded running on
Tait Claims to Be Maine’s High
a bear in the woods, but be has been and another and another. Seen the
married since and declares that his slender supply was exhausted r.nd
Rod for 1915.
life ’s worth more than it was a Harold decided on a coup de-etat.
year ago, so he can’t afford to take He pulled off his outer shirt and set
that afire to be dropped below.
Dexter, Me., Oct. 16—Frank R. Tait
any chances.
“Woofffff-”
It was a very dis claims the State championship for
couraged cry from the bear.
He catching trout during 1915.
From
Nothing Like It.
made a threshing around an the April 1 to the end of the season
Farley and the bear will be bushes and, at the same time, from Mr. Tait succeeded in landing 1,872
come
a classic in the
Austin another direction, there came the fine trout.
Just to be
stream and upper Kennebec re sound of shouting men.
He keeps an accurate count or hig
gion, for the adventure through safe, Farley made a torch of his an- fisih and his catches for the month*
April
which the Binghamite passed
was dershirt and was ready to use the re- mentioned are as follows:
like no other adventure that has bee mainder of his garments when he re- 86. May> 376. June> 580; JuIy 290.’
'August, 435; September 105
recorded since Jonah swallowed the cognized the voices cf the men.
They were the crew of Camp No. 4 T b e g r e a t e r p a r t o f t h e f M l W ew
whale.
»
Just at present, Farley is employ and, although three-quarters of a brook trout, though a few were lake
ed at Camp. No. 4, owned by Preble mile away, they had beard his and pond fish.
All of the fish
<L Robinson, in the Headwater reg shouts.
were caught within 20 miles of this
“Unless you’ve got a gun or an village.
ion.
The camp is about eight miles
Mr. Tait, who is 61, lias
this tree,” been an ardent angler from boyhood,
from Bingham, just a nice little walk axe, don it coir^ near
talcing the tote road, and so Farley shouted Farley. “There’s a h----- 1 of and thanks nothing of leaving home
Las been Able to get hon e to his a big bear here.”
in the dusky hours of the morning,
The men came, nevertheless, but tramping 15 miles to some brook and
folks and his young wife during the
they found no hear.
They saw Far walking home after a day’s fishing.
fall.
The other Saturday, Farley went : ley nearly hare, but that was all.
He has the peculiar faculty of
h.rme to his folks.
He wished to The young man was also dripping j catching trout where all others fail
the and attributes his success to persisget clean clothes for
the
next sweat to such an extent that
week in camp and be also wished to falling beads of perspiration drizzled tent and carefllI fis,hing and a thop.
he at home awhile, for be is only | as they hit the last dropped burning :olvgh knowledge of the brooks and of
21 and life in the woeds and espec
tre time when the fish in some parially in a lumber camp was rather I “Some dangerous, dropping burn- tlcular brork bite b*st
___________________
new to the youth.
He stocked up ing rags in the woods,’” remarked I
with clean linen, including numerous , one of the crew as he helped Farley
W henever you w rite to one of our
handkerchiefs, and, after sunset, J down.
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
,t is important t0
started with his lantern for
the | “I don’t care if it was,” came from Maine Wood8.
“Id’d a-done it if it bad you to do 8o; important t0 ^ and
hike to Camp No. 4, along the tote 1Harold.
road.
been mid-summer with that bear a f-|the advePti8er n atu rally wants to
No matter if everything is all right, ter me.
know where you found his name.
______________ m
in the woods, a lone pedestrian is j But the members cf the rescue j
F’arley
pretty apt to get thinking of things i party never saw the bear.
a-s he tramps along and hears twigs j says he did and declares that the ani- THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
snapping all around him. A lantern ; mal was nearly as big as a horse.
r FlIIS is a very in, A teresting and inis a pretty feeble light for the big ! Portland Press.
j structive book on mak- T H E
woods anyway and Farley was begin
. ing cabin boats,canoes, CABIN BOAT
ning to think of things ps he near- IS K U N K W I T H O U T T H E ODOR
Irow boats, etc. It tells
P R IM E R
B R E E D E R S ’ L A T E S T F IN D .
ed Camp No. 4.
of the various streams
Ione can trip on with a
But the journey was almost over j
boat, how to
and Harold was beginning to think I Simple Operation Expected to Give | cabin
equip for such a trip,
Boost to Raising of Popular Fur.
tl at the worst had come and gone '
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
when he stamped into a birch top
We hav,e had a rose without a trip. It gives descrip
tnat lay across the path.
tions and diagrams,
As he stumbled in, a big black thorn, a bee without a sting, and photographs and chapters on construction,
now
comes
tlie
skunk—ycu
needn’t
stumbled out.
Farley fell
over
when to float, when and where to land and
backwards.
The lantern went with run—parted from his anaesthetizing other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
him.
Farley was not rut out of faculty
„ .‘
,,T. I It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
the running, but the lantern was.
F. A. Alexander, owner cf the A is-, and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down th e M ississippi R iv e r in a C abin Boat
“Woof, wocf,” came from the tote consin Va’ley skunke/ry, Rihinelarder,
T rip Down th e Y ukon. T h e C abin B oat. How to
road right near the prostrate young Wis., is raising “disarmed” skunks. Build a Cabin B oat, T h e C abin B r a t’s Equipm ent,
kb an d F u r n itu re . O dds an d E nds of
The seem sacs are removed
from Fuvnishii
man.
E q u ip m en t. T h e S kiff o r T e n n e r. T h e C.asolin*
L
aunch.
W
h a t to W ear, T h in g s to E a t, Cabin
ti;,e animal with a few turns of a
B oat E xt enses. C abin B oating W aters. M aps and
sharp knife, and the Little fur bearer L an d in g L ists. F lo a tin g . F lo a tin g a t N ig h t and in
C L I M B E D L IK E S Q U I R R E L
Fogs, G oing U p S tre a m , W ea th e r. M aking Fast
1 as no stigma to prevent aesthetic and
Som e Rope H in ts. L and n e s. T ro u b lta . Care
of
th e B« a t, W ays o f M ak in g M oney. On Making
social
relations
with
man.
The fallen man thcugl t little of
Note*. L an d H in ts . P h o to g ra p h in g , G am e and
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W OODS
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
Maine Woods (outing edition.)
N am e................................................................................ .........................
Address..............................................................................
........................ %•.............
State ...................................................................................

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w o m *n
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r oitMly,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s to n fo r
p le a s u re o r on a shop p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a lo • sc a r t W ill
fin d th o

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h t f u l p lac e to sto p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th o h e a r t , of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m an.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , c o m 
f o r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s and p rlc a a a d d re s s

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

H u n tin g , T ra p s anf) T ra p p in g . F ish a n d Fishing.
A m usem ents. Books. T r a p p e r’s C anoe. A Cabin
B o at Coon H u n t.
Price P ostp aid, C loth Bound, 8 1 .0 0 .

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. I 'll’RKI.,
TAXIDERMIST
D e a le r in S p o rtin g Goods. F is h in g T aekh.
In d ia n M occasine, B a s k e ts a nd S o u v e n irs.
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.
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“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,

Monmouth.

.
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M A IN E

WOODS,

Your Pocket-Knife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting Machine

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 4, 1915.

to please ourselves but to greet a
few of your thousands of readers,
who have been kind enough, in the
past, to say that they always look
first for a letter from us in the
columns o? Maine Woods. Now, first,
we’ll let the war slide; it will fetch
up against a stump sooner or later;
the sooner the quicker.
Let
all
hands recall, the words utttered
of
old:
“Be still, and know that I
am God.”
“He maketli the' wrath
of man to praise Him.”
‘‘He maketli wars to cease in all the earth.’’'

P. Lawrence,
Totals,
RICHMOND GUN CLUB
A. S. Alexander,
C. A. Alexander,
Small,
Sturdevant,
Waldron,

3

18 will realize that in life, as in the
show pen, the prize is won by what
106 is real, and not by what is artific
ial.”
19
The Superintendent considers the
20 comradeship of pets a most valuable
18 factor in the making of mem of the
18 future.
He lias firm faith that boys

i 9
Totals,
93
Individual scores made after the
match shoot W’ere as follows: A. S.
Alexander 21-24; C. A. Alexander
22-20; Waldron, 20-91; Sturdevant 1920; Ward 16-21; Small 14; Stobie 2917; Libby 13-15-15; Nivison
21-18;
Files 22.
Lawrence 13-17; Harring
ton 19-23; Lathrop 22-16; Woodbury
11-13; Martin 17-18; Goldsmith 17-18;
Goldsmith 2 2 ; Rafter 17-19.

mauity.
And l?e has found by past
experience in local
Exhibitions of
Children’s Pets that what interests
the children will eventually interest
their parents.
So that
Tommy’s
rabbit and Kittie’s dove become eth
To-morrow, Tuesday, Nov. 2nd, we
ical factors in the general uplift of
vote for all state officers, and for
the home and the community.
or against several amendments
to
The Directors of the New York
the state constitution.
The one aAnti-Vivisection Society, in deepest
bout which we have made the most
sympathy with the Children’s Pets
noise is the equal suffrage meas
Exhibition, at the Panama-Pacific In
ure.
Shall women vete, pay a poll
ternational Exposition, December -2
tax, sit as jurors, and go to war,
and
3, whicib they believe will do
just as mere man does?—That’s the
much in developing the kindly and pro
question before the house.
All in
tective side of a child’s nature ha,s of
favor will say, Aye; those opposed
fered two prizes, one six, and one
will say, No.
The Ayes well, we
four dollars for the two children who
shall see to-morrow how it is to be.
Our Massachusetts fish and game Experienced Guide Believes Large give the most practical evidence of
S lic e it as commission has been under the fire
kindly dispositions as exhibited in
3 O unces
Number of Deer Killed In
some particular acts which they have
of official criticism and investigat
u s e
Moosehead Region
done.
ion as to ways and means adopted
it
Dr. Francis H. Rowley, President
by them in the prosecution of their
Perley A. Emery of Canaan, an ex of the American Humane Society
vork.
For several years there
written
the heartily endorses the Children’s' Pets
has come from certain persons a perienced guide, has
periodical attempt to abolish
the commissioners of inland fisheries Exhibition:
“I am so confident of the influ
usual board of three, and to install and game about some strange ani
a single head with deputies of his mals that have been seen in the ence of pet animals for good over
own appointing.
So far, the effort ■woods in the northern part of the the character of children, that I am
1 as failed, and deservedly so we town of Canaan* says the Kennebec more than glad to have my name
Emery begins his commun-l used in seconding the Children’s
think.
It seems to be, in this In Journal.
stance, the old hackneyed cry: “Put nation by saying that deer are not Pets Exhibition.’*
Full information and entry blanks
the rascals out and put us in.’’ May as plentiful as they were two months
Exhibition
aeo and states he believes they have for the Children’s Pets
that contrasts strangely with the that day be far distant.
(for
which
there
are
no
expenses),
been
done
away
with,
driven
out
or
gray of his deer-skin suit. His legs
killed, by some yelping beasts which,1 may be obtained by writing to D. O.
are still bare, and they show signs
No, we didn’t stop fishing just be frequent the woods in the vicinity of Lively, Chief, Department of Live
of the battles he has had with cause we had reluctantly left
the lbs home.
tstock, P. P. I. E., San Francisco,
branches and sticks and rocks dur- v.ood-s of Maine.
We have had
California.
He
writes
that
he
first
thought
irg his tramp in the w oods.
Mips. good luck fishing in our own home
Adam and Eve of tbe Maine Woods Estes is looking even better than waters. A few 5-tpound pickerel, 3- die animals were dogs as they bark
ever and her deer-skin clothes are pound bass, and quantities of perch ed like a pack of young hounds, but
Going In Crude Garb
later findings cause him some doubt
rarly becoming to her.
have taken hold well during October. and he asks the commission what
To-day, the three years of restrict the animals are.
Only once have
A special to the Portland Press
' ROOTS FOR B U T T O N S .
ions on fishing in Lake Quannapow- trey been seen; they’ are, he says,
October 30, from Dead water says:
ilt, Wakefield, Mass., expire. This
The suits are made of the deer lake is a little more than one mile of a grayish yellow color and run
Boston is going to see the two
with head and tail down. They are
“I have kille-d a weasel out in our
Most strangely garbed creatures that skin turned hair side in for warmth. long, by one-kalf mile wide, not
about the size of sihepherd dogs.
hen house,” said Mrs. George Green
The
clothes
are
caught
with
sinews
have trod the streets of the Hub
more than 16 feet deep, plenty of
A dispatch printed in Friday morn o.f 19 Waltcn street to her husband
shoes sandy shores, and wide spawning
since the days of the Boston
Pea and roots and the deer-skin
ing papers states the belief that when he returned to dinner yesterday
are
tied
the
same
way.
These
shoes
Party.
grounds; and, though very weedy wolves have been killing large num noon, “and it is the biggest one I
Adam and Eve are going to the or truly monstrous affairs for those sometimes, it is, W'e hold, one of the bers of deer in the Moosehead reg ever saw',” says the Portland Press.
Modem Athens in the garb they have worn by Mr. Estes are fully two feet best fish-breeding ponds In Eastern ion.
Mr. Emery is wondering if
Mr. Green went out in the
hen
Massachusetts.
We have a fish, there are wolves in the Somerset house and there lying on the floor
been wearing in the Maine woods, long and a foot wide.
A wonderful tramip h as just been new to these waters, growing there,
and they are going to make the trip
country town from which he writes. was not a weasel, but the carcass of
over tire roads.
Just as they are taken by the couple. Last Monday, the pike—perch; a very smart, gam- Canadian timber contains wolves but a brown animal which he later found
now, in the deer-skin suits and shoes, they left for the Rangeley region, ey food-fish, sometimes growing tc it is generally stated that wolves to be a mink.
We a’so have just have long since departed from Maine
with their lacings of roots and sin and they arrived back at their lean- weigh 6 pounds.
Mrs. Green told her husband that
It was 40 miles planted 500 white perch, and have
ews, they will tramp the roads from to Thursday night.
forests.
The wolf of Canada is of spe heard a commotion in the house
Portland to Massachusetts and let th rough the woods for theni each installed a suitable screen at the a grayish yellow color, and it is the and looking in saw’ the little animal
that habit of the wolf to slink along with devouring one cf her roosters.
tee people see wihat they have worn way and not easy going, either. Yet outlet, hoping and expecting
She
!n the woods and will tell how they they stood the trip with astounding they will not be able to escape and head and tail down.
She
Wolves do not acted promptly and pluckiiy.
ease, thanks to their long training.
go down .river to the sea as many, bark like dogs, however, except closed the door to the house and
have lived.
Just at present, Maine’s modern previously planted, have done. Tlje
Walter F. Estes, after two days’
when tamed in capacity under which then went out and with boards clos
Adam
ahd Eve are living at their lr.ke yields German carp weighing
search by a Press reporter, has
Then
conditions they often emulate
the ed up every possible exit.
We bark of their nearest of kin, the dog. she hunted up a big club, she open
been located and he is surely the lean-to called Camp Deer Dog. This from 5 pounds to 45 pounds.
strangest looking , individual man has is on the north side of Moxie moun- have seen here many such carp, and The timber wolf makes himself a ter ed the door and advanced cn the
gazed upon in a long time. Without ta5n near Hale park and Black pond. have tasted of one which weighed ror by night with a prolonged howl, foe.
It is a cheap, rather but does not ib-ark, and habitually
having shaved for a month, his face Their stay here will be short, for 46y2 pounds.
The ^mink is as quick as its first
is now adorned by a fiery red beard Mrs. Estes is afraid of the hunters coarse grained fish; the meat looks rests by day.
cousin the weasel notoriously is, but
roaming in the woods.
Once, as like beef steak, and is not unlike
Mrs. Green managed to deal the in
] as already been told, she
barely sword fish in taste and color when
truder two or three effective blows
escaped being hit and she wants to cooked.
More than 7,000,000 lbs.
with the club and while it fought
SANDY RIVER & PANGEIEY
return to Gully brook, the scene of have been sold in New York mark
gallantly iit soon lay dead at , her
tbeir first camp.
Her husband has ets in one year, brought from the
LAKES RAILROAD
feet.
made preparations for the return great lakes and streams of the Mid
TIU K TAI1LK
Then she shut up the hen house
and has about completed a camp dle West.
They have been called
again and waited for her husband’s
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
tnat will really be a wonder of its the fish hog, and so they are. They
rpturn.
When Mr. Green saw the
This will be of stones with, a have a snout three inches or more Comradeship of Pets a Most Val
FARMINGTON P a s s e n g e r T r a in s le a v e F a rm - kind.
animal he knew’ it was not a weas
innton fo r P h illip s, R ansreley a n d B igelow , a t i stone wall running around the back.
leng, like a sucker, and are vegeta
5.16 P .M .. a n d fo r P h illip s a t 12.07 P. M. P a s- :
el and thought it must be a mink,
uable Factor.
is already about ble feeders, not attacking other fish
senger tra in s a rriv e fro m P h illip s a t 6.55 A. M | The new home
which is much larger than a weasel
and from R an g e le y . P h illip s a n d B igelow a t 2.10 I completed and will be occupied
as —they do worse, they eat the spawn
and has a dark brown instead , of a
P. M.
so of other fish, and so destroy protenAmong the many pets already en light pelt.
Mixed tr a in a rriv e s a t 9.35 A. M. a n d leav es a t ■soon as another deer is killed
11.00 A. M.
that provisions may he secured to f'ally and prematurely, many young tered at the Children’s Pets Exhi
Later the animal wras positively
STRONG P a s s e n g e r T ra in s leave fo r F a rm in g to n last for the remainder of the stay
bition at the Pamama -Pa ci f ie Inter identified as a mink. The best part
fishes’ lives.
at 6.23 A. M. an d 1 87 P. M. F o r P h illip s a t 12.37 |
Few if any were seen during the national Exposition, December 2 and of it is that Mrs. Green will he able
P. M , and fo r P h illip s a n d R an g e le y a t 5.47 P. M. in the woods.
and for B igelow a t 5.50 P. M. P a s s e n g e r t* a in s
During the past few days, Mr. spring last past, and we hope to be 3, to teach Young American good
to reap a good reward for her pluck
arrive from F a rm in g to n a t 12 37 P . M. an d 5.47
and Mrs: Estes have been living on rid of them forever.
If Maine has habits, is the raccoon which always iu defending her poultry.
P. M. From B igelow a t 1.25 P. M.
A mink
Mixed T rain a rriv e s fro m P h illip s a t 8.45 A. M. fish caught from Moxie pond
and enjoyed the same charming weather washes its food in a pan of water
pelt is among the most valuable of
and from K insfield a t 8.25 A. M .. an d fro m F a rm 
porcupines easily killed with stones that we have had, much of it warm before eating it and a badger which,
ington a t 11.45 A. M. L e a v e s fo r P h illip s a t 1.40
all furs and a big one in prime con
in tlie woods.
P. M. and fo r F a rm in g to n a t 8-45 A. M.
and bright, everybody must have carries its own bedding, a piece of dition is worth at least ten dollars.
PHILLIPS P a s s e n g e r T ra in s leave fo r F a rm in g been happy except the game hunters. carpet, and carefully spreads it out Mink fur is at its best in November
ton at 6.00 A . M. a n d 1.15 P . M. F o r R an g eley a t
I suspect it has been too warm to in its sleeping apartment to make so that the time this particular ani
6.15 P .M . P a s s e n g e r T ra in s a rriv e fro m F a rm 
ington a t 12.55 P. M. a n d 6.10 P. M. F ro m R an g e bring game out of the wilderness down its bed for the night.
mal visited the Deering hennery was
ley at 12.20 P. M. R an g e le y 10.15 A. M.
With “Tlbe Happy Family,” MUTT jmost opportune.
safely.
Mixed T rain le a v es fo r F a rm in g to n a t 7.30 A.
AND JEFF two cavies and a Belgi
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. a n d a rriv e s fro m F a rm - j
Yours cordially,
The animal had killed a rooster
ingtbn a t 2 15 P . M.
an Hare, comes a request that this and was devouring its head whichJ. C. Hartshorne.
RANGELEY P a s se n g e r T ra in leaves fo r F a rm - |
happy-go-lucky trio be cooped togeth is the choicest tidbit, so trappers
ington a t 10.40 A. M. and a r .i v e s a t 8.00 P- M.
er as they have been accustomed Say, that minkdom knows.
Mixed T rain a rriv e s fro m P h illip s a t 3.4' P . M, Massachusetts
G
A
R
D
IN
E
R
G
*lN
C
L
U
B
O
UT
Fish and Game
and leaves a t 7,30 A. M.
to each others' society and a separ
SHOOTS R IC H M O N D GUN
There is a little brook
which
SALEM P a s se n g e r T ra in leav es a t 1.00 P . M. f o r |
Commissioners Under Fire
ationwould c-aus-e much grief among runs back of Mr. Green’s house and
C
L
U
B
.
Farmington an d a rriv e s a t 6.16 P . M.
them.
I-n tl.ie same mail is a warn as mink are accustomed to follow
KINGFIELD P a s s e n g e r T ra in le a v e s for B igelow
Guinea, small streams up and down, it is
at 9.00 A. M. 'a n d 6.38 P . M. F o r F a rm in g to n a t To the Editor of Maine Woods:
The old organization known as the ing with the entry “Two
12.40 P. M.
Pigs—Males—these
are
fighting
pigs probable that the intruder upon the
Wakefield,
Mass.,
Nov.
1,
1915.
Richmond
Gun
Club
went
to
Gardi
Mixed tra in leav es fo r F a rm in g to n a t 6 45 A. M.
Here’s a handshake for the men, ner Wednesday and were defeated at ard must be separated.”
and for Bigelow a t 12.00 M.
Walton street lien house , came upA turtle with red paint on its back from this brook to get a lunch on
BIGELOW P a s s e n g e r T ra in le a v es f o r F a rm in g - women and children of Maine, espec the, traps of the Gardiner Gun Club
ton at 10 50 A. M a n d a rriv e s a t 7.28 P . M. A r
ially those at Oxbow and Masardis by the latter organization by 13 has been admitted under the class of poultry.
rives from K in g field a t 10.00 A . M. a n d 7.28 P- M.
We read in the book birds.
and leaves fo r K ingfield a t 10.50 A . M. a n d 7.35 and Houlton.
The Gardiner gunners made “anything acceptable by the Super
P. M.
of Hebrews, 11th Cihap., 3rd verse: especially good scores, but one of the intendent.’’ “A rather unusual col
SUNDAY T R A IN S L eave R an g e le y a t 10.50 A .
“That things which are seen were no five dropping under 20. The scores oring for a turtle,” the Superintend PALMER ENGINES AND
M, Phillips 12 25 P . M.
S tro n g 12 47 P . M .
ent admits but argues:
which do appear."
arriving a t F a rm in g to n 1.20 P . M. R e tu rn in g made of things
/
GARDINER GUN CLUB
LAUNCHES.
leave F arm in g to n a t 1.50 P- M, S tro n g 2.22 P . M. How to make an interesting, reada
“A hoy who in early life selects
23
Harrington,
Phillips, 2.45 P . M „ a rriv in g a t R an g e le y a t 4.25
Special
2
1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
21 this slow going reptile to ‘paint red’ and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
ble letter out of nothing is the stunt Files,
P. M.
F, N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
23 is less likely to be desirous in later in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
set before us to-day.
And we un Lathrop,
Phillips, Maine.
21 days to ‘paint up the town,’ for he BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
dertake the seemingly impossible, no Stobie,

B ecause it cu ts the tobacco off the plug- a s y o u use it
-—insuring y o u fresh tobacco for e v ery pipeful. R eal to 
bacco flavor depends u p o n th e le a f being p re serv e d in its
natural state, possible only b y pressing th e leav es into plug
form and keeping it in b y covering it w ith a n a tu r a l leaf
wrapper. T h e n a tu ra l flavor an d stre n g th o f tobacco
escape w h e n c u t o r g ran u la ted .
T ak e a P lu g o f Sickle th a t is ev en th o ro u g h ly d ried out
so th a t w h e n y o u w h ittle it off it crum bles into dust, b u t it
will b u m a n d sm oke sm ooth an d cool a s it h a s all o f its o rig 
inal tobacco flavor preserved, u n e v ap o rate d in P lu g F o rm .
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, am ply rep aid
in both quality and q u a n tity . T r y this experim ent an d
jjag e fo r yourself.

ARE THERE
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KILLS A MINK
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EXHIBITION

STILL CASTING
THE HOOK A BIT

I
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WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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a curious complaint.
It is not,
strictly speaking, bronchial, because
MAINE WOODS DOINGS AROUND
it may arise from causes that are
ABOUT
BANGOR
foreign to that.
It is a spasmodic
J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
ISSUED WEEKLY

Phillips, M ain e________
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager

Shipment of Salmon Fingerlings—
Devoe Has Encounter With
He-Bear.

OUTING EDITION
panes ......................... ..

$UOO per year

LOCAL EDITION
and 16 p a n e s .................................... $1.B€ p e r y e a r
C an ad ian . M exican. C a b a n a n d P a n a m a s u b 
s c rip tio n 60 c e n ts e x tra . F o reig n su b sc rip tio n
0 c e n ts e x tra .
E n te r e d a s sec o n d class m a tte r . J a n u a r y 21,
' ■>99. a t th e postoffice a t P h illip s, M ain e, u n d e r
th e A c t of M arch 3. 1879.
T a a M arne Woods th o ro u g h ly covers th e e n tire
s ta t e o t M aine a s to H u n tin g . T ra p p in g . C am p 
u s an d O u tin g new s, a n d th e F ra n k lin c o u n ty
oc&lty.
M aine W oods so licits co m m u n icatio n s a n d tish
» n d g am e p h o to g ra p h s fro m its re a d e rs.
W hen o rd e rin g th e ad d rese ot y o u r p a p e r
h a n g e d , please g iv e th e old as w ell as new
d dream.

THURSDAY,

N O V E M B E R 4,

1915.

November 25tih hais been designat
ed by President Woodrow Wilson to
be observed as Thanksgiving.
There’s a Yankee landlord on the
Maine coast who keeps
has
old
hulk of a summer hotel filled every
year with well-to-do guests 1 from the
cities who pay high prices for. the
wonderful scenery and
the
good
meals, philosophically accepting the
bleak rooms, the shabby wail pamper
and the threadbare upholstery. A
New York man asked him, toward
the close of liis season, how hie had
been doing.
‘‘Wail,’' the Yankee
replied, “I’ve just been going over
the books’ and wiefye netted about
seventeen thousand dollars this sea
son.
I reckon if we do as well an
other year I’ll paper the parlor1”'—
Everybody’s.

That beaver are becoming p le n ti
ful in southern Piscataquis is evi
dent to the most casual observer
and just how far the land owners are
willing to go in having their lands'
flooded and growing timber killed is
a question not yet determined.
Tor the last two or three years
excursionists and tourists have been
going to Bennett Brook
on
the
southerly shore of Sebec Lake to
view the extensive works of these
primitive engineers, but this season
the beaver have seen fit to estab
lish headquarters in the, center of
the county in the thickly populated
towns of Dover and Fox croft. Their
preference seems to be the
shire
town of the county as in Dover they
have built this season their second
dam on Black Stream near the Board
Eddy road, so called, and easy of ac
cess for alt those who are to exam
ine the ingenious construction of a
beaver daim as well as to inspect
their logging operations, as they feM
the trees and work them: up for
sinking and 'storing away for winter
use when they can give on the poplafr bark thus provided.
Tlie dam in Foxcroft is on Big
Brook just above the farm buildings
of Lewis Hersey at the foot of dead
water and raises the water over a
jarge area of flat land from three to
four feet.
Unless the timber is cut
on this tract within a short time, it
will be worthless, although, the land
owners can apply to flbe commission
ers of inland fisheries and game and
have an open time declared on the
land affected.

Humpback salmon from the Pacif
ic coast are flourishing b o well in
It -is not generally known that in
our waters that tbe native
kind
will have to humip themselves to certain lakes and ponds in Maine it
is unlawful to catch or kill frogs.
keep up.—Portland Press.
The law says:
“No person shall
The Maine Central lias issued its take, catch or kill any frogs Tn Big
annual leaflet on “Big Game Hunt Fish lake, Portage lake, Square lake,
ing, Season 1915” and it is as us Eagle lake, Long lake, Soldier pond
ual full to the brim of information of or in any of the tributaries to said
value to the hunter in the Maine lakes or pond in the county of
woods and open.
The dates
for Aroostook, except for domestic use,
the different shootings are given, in the family of the person tak
The penalty is a
with brief but explicit directions for ing the same.”
reaching the various points and a fine of from $10 to $30 and in addir
few hints about what you may find, tioai, a fine of $1 for each frog
if you attend to your hunting. Facts caught, killed or had in possession
Ubout Maine and why you should in violation of this act.
pass your vacation here makes it a
A shipment of over 6,000 salmon
very readable affair.
fingerlings arrived in Bangor, Tues
What is needed most of all now day, from the western part of the
is a light fall cf snow and with the state for McGeorge's Crossing, near
abundance of game in the woods at Machias. They were taken on the
present the number of deer receiv afternoon train to that place by War
den John Bowden and will be planted
ed would mount up very rapidly.
in a. lake in that Vicinity.
H O W ’S T H I S FOR A R E A L
B A L L GAME.

BA SE

The Office Boy Doped It Out and
Swears to Goodness It Is His
Own W ork.

The office boy submits a report of
a ball game which he requests be
Printed.
His request is granted.
Here’s his effort, says the Bruns
wick Record: —
The game opened with Glue at the
stick and Smallpox catching.
Cigar was in the box. Strawberry
Short Cake played short and Corn
was in the field.
Egg was umpire
and he was rotten. Cigar let Board
Walk, Song made a hit and Sawdust
filled the bases.
Then Soap cleaned
up; Cigar went out.
Balocn started
to patch but went up in the air.
Cherry tried it hut wen{ wild. Ice
went in and kept cool until he was
bit by a ball and then you should
•have .heard Ice Cream.
Eightning
finished the game and struck out six
men.
Lunatic was put out because
he was off his base.
Bread loafed
o d third, and Light was put
out at
first.
Crook stole second. (Cabbage
•was manager because he had good
bead.)
Knife was called out for
cutting third base.
Grass covered
lots of ground and the crowd cheer
ed when Spider caught a fly. Steak
was out at the plate.
Clock wound
up the game by striking out. If Door
had pitched he would have shut
them out.
’Smatter with that?

Luther Devoe of Bangor, a yoftng
man 18 years of age, had an interest
ing experience with a; 300 pound
he-bear at Pattagumpus last week.
Mr. Devoe got a shot at the ani
mal when, it was walking toward him
and the bullet whirled Mr. Bruin around when it hit him' on the head.
Bear turned again and started for
young Devoe at a threatening pace
who suddenly realized that it was
about time to shoot again. At about
four rods distance, hie lot go again
and, Sleint the big fellow rolling to
the ground.
Mr. Devoe also secured
a fine deer.
Col. Robert D. Clark of the Ban
gor House left Monday for Houl'ton
and from there will go into the
woods on his annual hunting trip.
.Speaking of bears, there are Bos
ton wholesale meat houses that make
a specialty of dealing in bear
meat, and almost every day one or
two bears go through Bangor destin
ed for these houses.
Bear meat
seems to be in demand as an article
cf food in the Hub.
LAP

DOGS

GET

ASTHMA

Pampered Indoor Pet is Most Liable
to the Disease.

The pet dog which, spends most of
its time in its owner’s house and is
' fed up with all sorts of dainties and
leads an unhealthy life with
very
Pttle exercise and no knocking about
which will tend to make him robust,
Power of Music.
Music washes away from the soul is the likeliest dog to develop into
the dust of everyday life.—Auerbach. an asthmatica] subject.
Asthma is

complaint, and the spasms are due
to inability of the heart to do its
proper work.
There may be something wrong
with the lungs, or there may be
something wrong with the heart;
whichever it is, if there is any inter
ference with the ordinary work that
lies between the two, an attack of
asthma will result. Asthmatical dogs
are those generally which have wornout lungs; as they get old the lungs
are not so well able to perform their
work of aerating the blood, and as
the heart goes on pumping the pres
sure everted in one way or the othe~ causes the very distressing sympt
oms which are associated with at
tacks of asthma.
Strictly speakiug, therefore, asthma is best regard
ed as a constitutional trouble, and
should be dealt with by attending to
the general health of the patient in
tlie way of exercise, regular bowels
and moderation of diet. Habits which
tend to sluggishness and fatness will
make any dog asthmatical sooner or
later.

4,

1915.

“Ye^, I suppoise so.
My first con especially built for that purpose, be
cert will be the opening one of the ing high and large.
Mozart Club in New York. Later I
■- ■
Sang at W h ite House Recital
will give a recital in Boston, and 1
hope you can come to hear me, for
She was -interested in
the an
I always love to sing there. I have nouncement of the President’s en
so many friends it seems like get gagement and said that she sang a*
ting back home again.
After that, the last White House recital which
tliere will be many concerts.
the late Mrs. Wilson gave, and' so
“Then of course I will sing with had met the family in a most pleas
the Metropolitan Opera Company, and! ant manner.
that reminds me that I wish to show
Of course, the subject of the mov
you a picture.’’
ies came up and the singer
said
She hunted among the letters on she would pose for them when she
tlie broad mantel and found a pic found just the subject which suited
She believed it should be
ture which she called “Madame But her.
something fine, which should have
terfly Up-to-Date.”
“This is my little nephew, and 1 some significance, a® it perpetuated
from
hope he will appear with me in the one in such a^ different way
She think® “The
opera instead of the make-believe opera singing.
baby.
He will see me in my make Birth of a Nation” the most wonderup enough so he won’t be afraid as fill thing in that line imaginable and
felt an especial interest,
because
children sometimes are.”
The picture showed Miss Nielsen her father was in the Civil war. .a
Miss Nielsen has been very gener
with the little chap on her shoulder,
and while we were looking at it the ous in singing for local benefits in
small boy came in and stood beside Harrison, giving a recital there
me, laughing as 1 gave him a while studying witli Professor Fred
eric Bristol, and donating the pro
squeeze.
ceeds toward local improvements.
Enthuses

Over

the

Southland

“Tell nne about your Southern con
cert trip this summer,” 1 urged.
“Oh, we had such a wonderful
time.
There is nothing like tlie en
thusiasm of those audiences.
It
Cirs your blood and you sing as nev
er before.
You know, I was born
Ca.pt. F. O. Barker of Bemis, Me,., iu Tennessee, and so they made a
was an overnight guest at the Bethel great event of my coming there.
Inn recently and entertained the
“They had the most marvelous
guests of the house with. anecdote® flowers you ever saw, and such,
of hi® experience and adventures in quantities.
Great sweet peas as
the wilds of Maine, as well as on la^-ge as roses and such beautiful col
t'ne waters of the different lakes. orings.
At some places they had
Capt. Barker is the owner of Clamp rov name spelled out in great floral
Bemis, The Barker and The Birches. letters across the stage, and the
newspapers, why, they gave me a
The East port Sentinel says :
E . front page, until I felt as if I were
M. Bl an ding of Bangor, Secretary of running for Governor.
the State Board of Trade and Edi
“I sang 118 times in four and a
tor of The Industrial Journal, was half months, and they said I broke
one of the most interested and en the record.
Some of the concerts
thusiastic visitors at the Fish Fair. were in tents, which was a new ex
Mr. Blanddng is a booster for Maine perience.
and her industries and was immense
“One amusing thing was the way
ly pleased, not only with the Fish tbe children threw flowers on the
Fair, but with. Eastpcrt as a whole, stage, and one night the boys seem
not omitting the newly awakened pro- ed to think it was a game and they
grestsive and hustling spirit
that tried to hit me with bouquets until
made the Fish Fair possible.
I bad to seek refuge behind the piano
Their enthusiasm was a trifle
too
S H I P M E N T S OF G A M E A T BAN- strenuous!
“It seems so quiet up here after
GOR.
all the excitement.
Isn’it this the
most beautiful place for a camp?
(Continued from page one.)
Boston,
1 hear Can you equal that view?” pointing
to be
C. D. Plummer, Boston,
1 deer to the wonderful panorama
.. .
2
L. L. Pierce, Boston,
seen from the great plate glass win
2
”
W. F. Allen, Boston,
dows, the blue of the Presidential
”
i
P. Larrabee, Old Town,
•Range and of the lake blending with,
”
W. M. McLaughlin, Bangor, i
the brilliant autumn foliage.
A. E. Brow’ll, Boston,
i bear
It was beautiful and I said so
2 deer with emphasis, for my eyes had been
A. E. Brown, Boston,
”
E. H. Hurd, Boston,
i
constantly straying toward the groat
”
E. H. Hurd, Lynn, Mass.,
i
heights in the distance.
J. C. Whitmore, Bangor,
i
“You look in perfect health. Tell
2 i
”
A. W. Dunn, Belfast,
n e, how do you keep in such, good
1
C. Ashe, Bangor,
trim after such a hard summer?”
N. H. Stearns, Bangor,
1
“I have to be in perfect health or
”
J. A. Tozer, Bangor,
1 c^nnct sing,” she answered.
‘‘J
1
”
A. M. Coombs, Boston,
1
am very careful of my diet, for one
1
*
C. J. Pennell, Portland,
thing.
I never eat meat or take
S. L. Crosby Co., Bangor,
any stimulants.
Look at this tea.
1
J. Clayton, Lincoln,
1 N”
Only a spoonful such as you have in
”
Clara Dennis, Old Towm,
1
a cup of water.
It doesn’t even
L. F. Morse, Canton, Mass., 1 ’»•
color it.
Vegetables and fruit are
my principal diet.
Then I sleep
practically out-of-dcors.
You know
this camp is built after the Japanese
style.
Every bedroom has a sleep
ing porch and we get all of this
glorious air we can.*>

BARKER CAN TALK
INTERESTINGLY

SKUNK

IS

T R A I N E D AS
HUNTER.

A

BIRD

New York Man Reports He Bagged
12 Partridges T reed by Violet
of Maine; Signals W it h
H e r Tail.

Charles C. Nobles, who when ha
was in the hotel business on Broad
way a few years ago claimed
to
have found a cure for hay fever by
shutting up a sneezing guest in a
refrigerator and who thus acquired
the nickname of ‘‘Doc,” got back re
cently frem a hunting trip in Maine
and brought a “bag’’ of stories about
the celebrities around Oxbow, says
the New York Time®.
In the first place, George Flem
ing’s dog, Whisper, famous as the
only <dog in Maine that had been
trained to point fish,, is dead.
His
place in Mr. Fleming's affections is
now filled by VjoLet, a trained skunk.
Mr. Nobles on his first hunt
this
autumn bagged a deer with an auto
mobile.
“Fleming is an extraordinary hand
at training animals,” said Mr. Nob-flos, who is nowr an exporter, and
Whisper w'as tbe wonder of that part
of the state.
Violet, however, has
made an impression on the country
side compared with W'hiclx the mem
ory of Whisper's achievements
is
faint.
“The skunk has actually been
trained to tree birds.
And, mind
you, Violet does not use the over
powering means that most skunks
might employ in doing anything. For
she is an inoffensive skunk.
You
can be in her company and not know
i’.
The attribute that makes a
skunk a skunk in the common view
5s absent from Violet.
Her odor is
gene.
It was, I should have ex
plained, removed by an operation, i
“Violet weighs more than
16
pounds and i® an atfectionate animal.
She is the only trained specimen of
her kind that I have encountered.
She is better than a .dog in som®
ways, as I can testify from exper
ience.
She does not bark when she
has treed her quarry, but she hacks
herself up against the tree and beats
the trunk with her long, bushy tail.
These sounds are easily carried
through underbrush.
Cue day I
went out with Violet for my compan
ion.
She got a lot of partridges
scared up into a tree and I bagged
l i of them.
Camp Sets Amid Trees 1
Prima Donna Happy On Outing
“For tli* first time in my life I
With Child Who Will Take
The camp is a most charming one, bagged a deer with an automobile.
located in a grove of pines and This 1 automobile, I may assure you,
Part On the Operatic Stage
jbirches, close to the water’s edge. lest you have a disposition to doubt
—
There is a great living room, with the .existence and the capabilities of
‘‘I find such perfect rest here, par a balcony around it from which, the Violet, is not trained.
It is just an
ticularly in October,” said Alice Niel sleeping rooms open.
Trom
the ordinary caj-, and Fleming and I,
sen, prima donna and concert singer, central room several
double glass one night before the hunting season
as we had a quiet cup of tea togeth doors open on the wide porch which was on, were driving up from Masarer before the big open fireplace in extends around the entire building.
dis.
All of a sudden some tiling
her most attractive summer camp in
When the large windows and doors streaked in front of our headlights
the Maine woods, on the shore of are opened, the whole room seems and struck on our windshield.
We
Long Lake, Harrison.
a part of the porch.
Wid,e steps saw at once that it was a deer. It
“You see, I can wear camp cos lead to the wharf, where a motor was so much injured that we killed
tume (a middy blouse and khaki boat awaits the pleasure of
tlie !t to put it out of its misery.
skirt), and iV e just had my hair guests.
Miss Niels,en enjoys
the
‘Next arose a quandary.
Was it
treated,” pointing to her closely coal trips on the water, and from her illegal
eat a deer killed by this
ed and shining dark locks, as she camp one can go through the fam means out of season?
Although I
laughed one of those merry ripples ous Songo River, which connects was nearly famished for lack of fresh
which lights her whole face and makes Long and Sebago lakes.
meat, having been living off salt
her expressive eyes shine with fun.
Gay Navajo rugs cover the floors bacon for four or five days, I ag
“I came hack from my Southern and in some places are hung on the reed with Fleming that on this deli
concert trip only a short time ago, walls.
The birch posts and rails cate point appeal should be made to
and then up here for rest, and also of the stairway give an attractive the game warden of the county. His
to practise my programmes for Jhe touch to the room, where the grand reply, after due deliberation, waa
winter season.”
piano occupies a prominent
place. that it was* not illegal and that was
It is here the singer practises her about the best venison I ever tast
“You will soon he going back?”
concert programme, and the room i® ed.”

ALICE NIELSEN
IN MAINE CAMP

M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D
One sent a w ord in ad v an c e . No h e a d lin e or
,(ber disp lay S u u je c ta in a. b. c. o rd e r

CALIFORNIA
FISH AND GAME

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
acclimated horses. Both heavy
sad light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. Warning from the Commission that
Phillips, Me.
Ali Persons Must Procure
*ound,

F<>R SALE—Desirable Ik use lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Wcods.

Legal Licenses.

PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
The California Fish and Game
pigs and sihcats.
B. F. Beal, Phil- ^Commission will not recognize any
receipt for money paid in lieu of any
lips, Me.
hunting or fishing license.
WANTED—To buy small farm in
All persons holding such receipts
Maine, in some location where hunt must procure legal licenses or they
ing and trapping is good.»Near Flag wdl be liable to arrest.
staff preferred.
Name lowest price
The following is a copy of a noand best terms.
E. S. Johnson, t'ce that the commission’s agents
P. O. Box 12, Burnside, Conn.
are posting throughout the state of
California, and which they hope will
TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs remedy the condition there:
wanted. Get the highest prices wit
HUNTING LICENSE ACT. Section
reliable assortment.
Send for price I.
“Every person in the State of
list.
H. Haimowioz, manufacturer, California, who hunts, pursues or
267 Main St., Paterson, N. J.
kills any of the wild birds or ani
WANTED—By man and wife a posit mals, excepting predatory birds or
ion as cock in woods.
References. animals, without first procuring a
Address L. E. S., % Wesley Stet license therefor, as provided by this
act, is guilty of a misdemeanor.”
son, Rangeley, Maine.
ANGLERS’ LICENSE ACT. Section
1.
“Every person over the age of
H U N T E R S ’ P A R A D IS E .
eighteen years who, in the State of
California, takes, catches, or kills
Merrymeeting Bay Duckshooting is any game fish for any purpose other
Said to Be G reat T h is Year.
than for profit, without first procur
ing a license therefor, as provided
A recent issue of the Lewiiston in this act is guilty of a misdemea
nor.”
Journal says:
Section 431 of the Penal Code pro
“Of all the scenes I have looked
vides:
“Every person who
uses
upon,’’ said Fred K. Small, a Lis or gives any receipt, except that pre
bon Falls business man, who is well scribed by law, as evidence of the
known as a patron of baseball and payment of any poll tax, road tax, or
the outdoor sports, “nothing has* sur license of any kind, gr who receives
passed the mornings this week on payment of such tax or license with
Merrymeeting Bay among the duck out delivering the receipt prescribed
hunters.
I have been shooting birds by law, or who inserts the name of
and hunting all my days, going often more than one person therein, is
vith my father to the bay after guilty of a misdemeanor.”
ducks.
I have filiot them by dawn
in years gone by until I wanted no
more. A year ago we brought hohie A1V
JAX fl JR
103; but this year only 13—not be- '
cause they were not there but be
es use of the federal law, a wise one,
I think, that prohibits the shooting
of ducks before sunrise, which is
No. I ll
long after it is light enough to shoot.
(Written for Maine Woods.)
We leave Lisbon Falls in the night,
One thing that often bothers the
ride to the bay by automobile and one beginning in photography is the
are out on the float early enough— question, “How much should I inactually in the dark.
I wish you 1vest in a lens?”
The writer eoncouLd have -been there and heard s,-ders a rapid rectilinear lens with
the beating of the wings of the leg- ' speed of F. 8 by far the best to be
ions of ducks.
I heard them sweep had at a medium price.
The best
over in the darkness—and, honest, it j cf these have special names, such
sounded like a tornado.
The air las “rapid convertible,” “high grad?
was full of noise, the cries of the j symmetrical,” “orthographic,” “panbirds, the striking of their wings; tographic,” etc.
These names us
the rush of their bodies striking or ually mean something, however. For
leaving the water—it was thrilling. I instance, a rapid convertible
lens
saw a flight of ducks there just be has three separate focal lengths or,
fore sunrise that was so enormous in other words, three lenses in one—
that I dare not estimate. We would cne lens would be the complete
say '‘millions.’1’,
It was a cloud, double lens; then you could
take
darkening the dawn.
They arose in out one combination or half of the
one mass—you never saw such a lens and us.e it that way-p-either half
sight. Thousands if not hundreds of can, of course, be used with the best
thousands in the air.
Yes, we got of these lenses and it is a great
13—all black ducks.
I don’t consid- advantage—btit of course the camera
er anything else as ducks.
It is a !bellows must be quite long to use a
marvelous hunting ground and this jlens this way as these single combinlaw is going to do much to preserve ations are longer focus than the comit.”—Lewiston Journal.
plete lens; also work slower and
»■------ ----------- —---------------------Ihave greater covering power. More
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
about this some time later.
For all ordinary picture business a
F o x , C u b B e a r, S k u n k , M in k ,
tw .R acco o n . R a b b its , O t t e r , lens like I have described is
good
I’B e a v e r,
L y n x a n d o th e rs .
I S ta te s e x . p ric e a n d full d e s- enough.
It is reasonably fast and
^ c r i p t i o n f ir s t le tte r . W rite
u s b e fo re e i t h e r b u y in g o r makes pictures of high quality wher
mkt ..„•*** s e llin g .
ever you put it. Pictures have grea
C.-C. GARLAND,
brilliancy and detail and are the sort
B o x D 487,
O ld T o w n . Me.
the general public likes to see. Why
then buy something bettef?
Tihe one who buys a lens and ex
pects to use it often whether for
profit or mere pleasure, of course
wants the best, so he buys ap anas
FOR
tigmat.
Often the
inexperienced
"g u n s a n d
worker can get better pictures with
FISH-RODS
a cheap rectilinear lens than he can
William F. Nye is the great v ith an anastigmat. There Is not
est authority on refined oils in the
much superiority to a high outfit in
world. He was the.first bottler; has
our hands unless we know how to us
it to advantage.
the largest business and NYOIL
An illustration or two from my
is the best oil he has ever made.
own experience:
A traveling photo
NYOIL
grapher came along and took a flash
HAS NO EQUAL.
light picture in a restaurant.
The
The
Beware of scented mixtures called picture was not satisfactory.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything proprietor wanted to sell his busin
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica ess and wanted picture of the inter
ior.
He wanted considerable in the
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on picture—both near and far objects.
your firearms and your rod. You will
He asked the writer to tj-y and get
find it by Jar the best. IJardware and
the picture.
Now I had two photo
Sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottl-es (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and outfits—one an 8x 10 camera and the
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
other a 5x7 hand camera.
Neither
outfit
in
the
crowded
space
would
WM. F. NYE,
get everything wanted in the picture.
New Bedford, Mass.
Now ray 5x7 lens was a Turner-Reich
anastigmat and would cover fully an

PHOTOGRAPHY
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8x 10 when it needed to; so putting shell in the barrel;

b

TO INSTALL STEAM
LOADING PLANTS

the 5x7 lens in the 8x10 machine, I
Never kills more than bis legiti
was able to produce the picture de mate share of the State’s game;
sired and sold several dollars worth.
Always carries a compass;
No need for me to buy an 8x10 wide
Always carries matches in water
angle lens.
Several times since I
proof
box;
Quite Extensive Pulp Operations
have taken 8x 10 photo-s in this way
where there was not room enough to
Always carries a strong sharp
by Pejepscot Paper Co.
use the regular 8x10 lens. Suppose knife;
another case, hut different. We want
Always carries a collapsible drink
Quite an innovation is being ar
to take a view across a river, but
ing
cup;
ranged for at Flagg Dam, Dallas, on
the distance is so great that objects
Usually wears a red cap or coat the Eustis branch, and at Redington.
are only about one-half as large as
Pond near till© dam,, where two long
or
both;
they should be.
We unscrew onesidings are being graded for sum
half the lens and use only the other
Usually carries a little lunch;
mer
shipments of pulpwood by the
half.
The result is a large image
And never carries a gun when in
Pejepscot Paper Co.
and satisfactory.
There are many toxicated.
This company is to install at these
other cases when the use of a cor
rected single combination is very de A sportsman who goes annually two places steam loading plants or
comrades carriers to take the pulpwood from
sirable.
Taking a photo of a field into the woods with
caused
the
following
advice
to be’ the water and carry and load into
cf shocked grain is a striking exam
About 5,000 cordis of
ple.
I once took a photo of a field printed on cards which he furnished the cars.
to
each
member
of
his
party.
wood
will
be
loadied each year at
with single combination of 8x 10 lens
“Remember—The other fellow is each place for a number of years.
on a 4x5 plate.
The result
was
At Redington this pulpwood Will
very good.
The field looked in the probably dressed in brown or gray
picture much “as the eye sees,” the or black and may be creeping. Put be hauled in winter time and un
result of using a lens of about 25- on your red coat before leaving loaded onto the Pond. For the Flagg
No loaded gun lying around dam operation the pulpwood will be
ineh focus on a 4x5 plate when the camp.
Don’t go into the thickets. hauled in winter from tire northern
ordinary 4x5 lens has a focal length camp.
Mountain to
Don’t
crawl
or creep.
Make sure slope of Saddleback
of only about 6 % inches.
his horns are full four inches, then Saddleback Lake, and driven in the
In many ways an anastigmat lens
you won’t hit a man, nor will you spring down the south branch of
is superior to the cheaper glasses.
have to pay a fine.
Be sure you Dead River to Flagg dam.
With a rectilinear lens the definition
see
and
know
what
you aim at.
near the sides and corner of the
n o w
ru R
M A IN E
Better carry home disappointment SU S B C R IB E
p'ate or film is not good.
If you
W OO DS A N D
READ A LL
than a wounded man.”
happen to be taking a group of
T H E O U T IN G M E W S .
people and have a high-grade lens
the people standing near side of plat
or even up in the corner will appear
MAPS OF MAINE
as well as those in center of plate
RESORTS AND ROADS
and lines of buildings will not bend CJYou n eed not b e an
around teh corners—provided the cam
Maine Wcods has frequent inquiries
era is held level.
Speed is anoth “ad w riter” to use these for maps of the fishing regions of the
C l l ^ ____ state, etc. We can furnish the follower reason for having an anastigmat j p _ |
u m ns,
O ta te y o u r ing maps:
lens and a strictly reliable shutter I
$ .50
.
|
1 1
Franklin County
—-snapshots on days when a slow
.50
ow
w
ants
sim
ply,
and
ab
ove
^O
I
?er.
s
e
n
C
o?nty
iner I
r J *
Oxford County
.50
lens would fail.
If you are taking
.50
baby’s picture and he won’t ,hold all truthfully.
.50
still you can still take him m shady ^ ^
,
, .
Washington County
.50
places at snapshot speed if your lens ICf O r t e l e p h o n e t h J§ j Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
. '5
is fast.
Cf course an extremely | w* .
i i 1
1 1
*11 Geological map of Maine
.hfi
R, R. map of Maine
fast anastigmat does not have cover- 0II1C 6 2U1Q tll6 C ld fk W ill Androscoggin County
.35
ing power to make it useful as a
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
wide-angle lens.
A speed of F. 6.8 w rite your ad.
Kennebec County
.35
is considered fast and is tNe fastest
.35
Knox County
ads are the Lincoln
lens msyde that can be used for the < J W a n t
.35
and Sagadahoc Counties
great variety of purposes I have spok*
Penobscot County
.50
.36
en #f.
Extreme speed lenses will biggest little investm ents waido county
.35
.
York County
cover little if any more plate space
you
can
m
ake.
than the size camera they are sup
J . W BRACKETT CO.,
posed to be used in.
That is a
5x7 by 4.5 lens covers only a 5x7
Phillips
Maine.
piate but a 5x7 F. 6.8 anastigmat
will cover an 11x14 plate.
A per
son doing much picture taking will
often have use for the various capa
bilities of a general purpose anas
tigmat lens.
Some of the best
known on the market are these:
Goerz Dagor, Zeiss Pro tar, Turner Reich, anastigmats series II and III,
and oigtlander Collinear—all F. 6.8
lenses capable of doing well the great
est variety of 'work. A slightly dif
ferent lens is the Series III a Cooke.
It has the capabilities of the others
except that it must be used as a
Conducts a first class job printing department
complete lens or an auxilliary lens
used to ^ et the results possible with
which specializes on Camp, and Hotel work
the others.
Burt Stone.

MAINE WOODS

T H E T R U E SPORTSMEN

The sportsman of broad experianee calls attention to a number of
thipgs which should be observed by .
every sportsman going into the
Maine timber and to a few things
which a huntsman after game any
where should observe at this time
of year when the woods are popu
lous with gunners.
His advice can
be put briefly:
Never shoots till he has a full
view of his game;
Never aims his firearm at a com
rade or at anything except game or
a target;
Never leaves a gun in camp with

THE PLEASURE
Of an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND

W h y n ot let u s H elp
y o u witH y o u r
a d v e r t is in g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflet* Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During- Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hotand Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

Just a step from * onument Square
R e s ta u ra n t C o n n e c te d . R a te s R e a s o n a b le .
T a k e th e ' ‘J i t n e y ’’ o r M unjoy H ill c a r f om
U nion S ta tio n .
Europ- an Plan Only, R ates $1.00 and u p .
B E S T ROOM S IN T H E CITY

H E THtEvSTON,
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
Proprieto-8.

PHILLIPS, MAINE

M A IN E

6

WOODS,

spending his summer in Maine, was
more than enthusiastic about the
Slate and its many beautiful resorts.
In a letter to friends in Texas, Biishop Kinsolving says:
Watch Taking of Spawn With In
“I thought it might be of some
terest—Atwocd to Have Bear
interest were I to give a brief ac
Mounted.
count of how I am spending the days
of my vacation so rapidly gliding by.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
I am here at York Cliffs, in the
Girant’s Gamps October 29.—Tihe State of Maine.
Cue small advan
season has not closed as yet and tage of the great war which is now
new arrivals by every train attest,
that Keninebago is still a popular lo raging in Europe is to compel our
cality both for rest and tor game oeople almost in spite of themselves
‘to see our own Country first,’ as
seekers.
Geo. Sanderson with Guide
Jim the expression goes. Foreigners oft
Wilcox, was a recent visitor, and had en aeuse Americans of boastfulness
his usual good time.
Mr. Sanderson and exaggeration when speaking of
missed his trip last fall, and says their Country, and they even ridi
cule and denounce their National
“never again.^
Mir. and Mrs. Henry F. Ulmer of vanity; wihiereas nothing could be
Norwich, Conn., arrived the 12th for more unjust or wider from the mark
The real fact of the mat
their first trip to camp. They re of truth.
gretfully returned after a two weeks' ter is—our people as a rule do hot
stay, planning to come back next know what a beautiful Country we
season. While in camp Mr. Ulmer possess; and still less do they fully
camped flt tl'e Sable Brook
Tent appreciate and estimate at its true
ground with Hall Grant as guide. value the bountiful and glorious her
This is a very popular retreat for a itage the God of the nations has giv
There is no land in all the
side trip, and there is
excellent er us.
hunting in the near vicinity of camp. world more teeming with rich scen
Messrs. Ghas. P. Garland and E. J. ery, or abounding with a greater va
Bradbury of Saco spent three days riety of climate and fuller and run
hunting at the Sable Brook Tent with ning over in larger measure with re
Alec Blanchard and Cihas. Cushman sources and attractions and capacit
as guides, and secured both deer and ies of every deseiption than is to be
found here in America. And while
birds.
A rth u r P. H aines secured a fine toese remarks are applicable to our
spike-horn buck on L ittle Kennehago Country as a whole, they are espec
stream after hunting several
days, ially appropriate when speaking of
This
and bein g the fir s t o f the p arty to Maine as a summer resort.
State is simply ideal in this respect.
bring in a prize.
Sumner E. Austin of Lewiston is A-1 no time this summer has the then
in camp for a two weeks’ visit and mometer here at Yor Cliffs been aannounces that lie is being greatly bove 75 and quite often in the even
ings a fire is comfortable.
If one is
benefited by his rest.
H. B. Winslow of Rockland arriv disposed to take excursions along the
ed Tuesday for a two weeks’ hunt coast, what a combination of rural
landscapes and ocean scenes greets
ing trip.
Miss Jennie E. Goff of Springfield the eye in ev/ery direction 1 It has
has returned home after
a
two been said that Maine has been pro
vided with a greater number of se
weeks’ visit.
K. B. Piper of Fairfield was a cure and desirable harbors than are
week-end visitor.
to be found on all the rest of the
The hatchery superintendents Ar Atlantic shore from Cape Ann to
thur Briggs of Winthrop and H. B. Florida.
The coast alternates with
Curtis and Walter L. Weld of Oquos- rocky cliffs and sandy beaches and
soc recently took the spawn of fish projecting headlands and deep inden
on the Kennehago River.
This is tations formed by rivers as they
the first time this has even been f:ow to the ocean, and innumerable
done in the Kennehago region, and bays and sheltering inlets and an
many took the opportunity of photo infinite variety of islands. From the
graphing the operation which is quite const to the western boundary We
a novelty.
meet with towns and villages every
John L. Chadbourne of North Ber few miles, and all of them pictures
wick, with Alex Blanchard guide, re que and handsome.
In the extreme
turned home after a two weeks’ stay. western part of the State we en
He secured h is share of deer and counter the mountain formation of
had all the birds he could wish for. the grand old Appalachian
chain
Bear seem to be greatly ou the in- which runs along the sea-board from
crease, several having been seen and ifNova Scotia to Albania. Geologicalcaptured.
Albert Cairleton was for-j iy this is the oldest formation, I be
tunate in securing a small one after lieve, in the United States.
In m3'
shooting at the mother and another yeunger days the western part of the
cub.
The bear was purchased by State was a favorite resort for me.
Mr. Eugene Atwood who will have The region abounds in game
and
it mounted.
fi&th, and it is the natural habitat of
the largest speckled brook trout in
T E X A S B ISH O P E N T H U S E S O VER the world.
The fish ought to be
T H E B E A U T IE S OF M A I N E
big in order to harmonize with the
SCENERY.
names of the waters from which the
are taken; names such as Lakes
Bishop G. H. Kinsoling of Austin, Mol 1yicl 1unka muai k, Moos elookm ©gun diocese of Texas, who has been tic Umbagog, Cups up tic and so on.”
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HUNTING DOGS

D

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK Of
_
instructions*-"^^:.;
tt-lls how to trap,pin
s n a r e , poisonr J
and shoot. At
valuable b o o k
f&P*.
for trappers. If'
all tire methods!
as given in this >
had been stud
ied out by one
_
man and he had \
« U’ PlNc* j
begun trapping) I when Columbus] |
•
d iscovered ) I".
A merica, more
than four hun-p3p*
dred years ago j J
he would not be ^
"
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 206 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

P rice, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
FYk s c r 1- L ' B E S the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h
practical

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cen ts.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in
structions f o rl
trappers about these]
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.|
Harding. This book!
contains 232 pages,"
sizes 5 x 7 inches,L.™
and 84 drawings a n d fl^
illustrations, printed|
on good heavy pa
per. The most c o m - ^ _
plete book on how t'
rto m a k e “ home- ■ .fBKEaFeVMfla
made” traps ever
published. Building!
deadfalls and con-^H
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Whereto Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Trapa.
• Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cen ts.

S E N D ALL
O RD ERS TO

H. McKEjNZlE TRADING CO., PHILLIPS, MAINE.

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

T he following books arc endorsed
e s c r i b e s in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man
pers and sportsmen in North America.
ner, the training,
handling, treatment,
T he information they contain is re ■j
"
breeds, etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
| gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
®sport. This book is
not intended for the
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
works.
but is for the real
dog men who delight
These books should be in the
in chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size’ 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
profit.
P a r t 1 —H unting: D ors , N ig h t H u n tin g . T h e

A

D o n ’t tak e our
word for the extra
g o o d n ess of th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red Win
ter Wheat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
lea rn w hat you r
baking w ill gain
through

1915.

BOOKS

PARTIES STILL
AT GRANT’S CAMPS

Let William Tell

4,

N ig h t H u n tin g Dog—H is A n c estry . T ra in in g
th e H u n tin g Dog, T ra in in g th e Coon Dog. T r a in 
in g fo r S k u n k , O possum and M ink. W olf and
C oyote H u n tin g . T ra in in g fo r S q u irre ls a nd
a n d R abb ts . T ra m in g th e l)e c r H ound, T rain in g
—S pecific T h in g s to T each. T ra in in g —R andom
S u g g e s tio n s fro m M any S o u rce s. P a ri 2—B re ed 
in g a nd C are o f D ogs—S e 'e c tin g th e Dog, C are
a n d B reeding. B reed in g . B re e d in g (C o n tin u e d ),
P e c u lia ritie s o f D ogs a nd P ra c tic a l H in ts , A il
m e n ts o f th e D og. P a r t 3 —D og L o r e - S till t r a i l 
e r s vs T o n g u e rs. M usic, T h e D og on th e T rap
L ine. S le d g e D ogs o f th e N o rth . P a r t 4—The
H u n tin g Dog F a m ily —A m erican F o x .H o u n d , T he
B eagle. D a c h s h u rd a n d B asset H ound. P o in ters
a nd S e tte rs , S p an iels. T e rrie rs —A iredales, S cotch
Collies, H ouse a n d W a tc h Logs. A F a rm e r H u n t
e r —H is V iew s, D e sc rip tiv e T able o f T echn-cal
T erm s.

E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians]
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc u
Provisions f o r t h e |
Wilderness, Things to PI
Avoid, etc., etc. The F 1_
author (Martin Hunter) a: 7
was with
the Hudson
h
i
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to ffircag rs
1903 and the informalion is give* from almost a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 plages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

T h e H u d so n ’s Bay O rm pany; T h e " F r e e T ra d e r”
O u tfittin g In d ia n s, TracK ers of th e N o rth , P ro v is
ions fo r th e W ilderness, F o rts and P osts, A bout
In d ia n s. W holesom e Foods. Officer’s A llow ances,
In d ia n P ack s. In d ia n Mode of H u n tin g B eaver.
In d ia n M ode of H u n tin g L ynx arid M arten . Indian
Mode o f H u n tin g Foxes. In d ia n Mode o f H u n tin g
O tte r a n d M u sq u a sh , R em ark ab le Success, T h in g s
to A void, A n ticosti and its F u rs. C h ise lin g and
S ho o tin g B ea v e r, T h e In d ia n D evil. A T am e Seal,
T he C are o f B listered F e e t, D eer S ickness. A Case
of N erve. A m phib io u s C om bats, A rt o f P u llin g
H e a rts. D ark F u rs, In d ia n s a re Poor S h o ts, A
B ea r in the* W ater, V o racio u s Pike. T h e B rass
Eyed D uck, Good W ages T ra p p in g . A P ard N eces
sary , A H eroic A dven u re , W ild O xen. L o n g L ake
In d ian s, D en B ears, T h e M ish ap o f R aison.
P rice, p ostp aid , clo th hound 6 0 cen ts

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents

| E S C R IL L S the
various makes
r # y ^ , u : . - V Y J and tells how to use
"7..•
^ them. Also chapters
^ ™ ^ ^ o n care of pelts, etc.
:■
^T 111s book contains

FUR FARMING
BOOK of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
authority on f u r
raising—now in
fourth* edition—
written from' in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
________
Demand for furs "
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

A

•

130 illustrations,
on good qual
j
i
t
y
heavy paper. Just
1 'Ssfc‘5- . y* the book that trappers
[have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading: From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
P rice, postpaid, clo th hound 6 0 c en ts.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cen ts.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

I

SA v a l u a b l e

book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and I’ackstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
P rice, p ostp a id , cloth hound, 6 0 cen ts.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of instruction, giv-i—t ~TTSvypUffi
ing many methods! { *. ’ >\
of trapping. A val-b.W
uable book for trap-1 j *
pers as it tells in a' -j a
plain way what you; j
‘‘
want to know, t ha t ! } .
_vv
is if you want to U H
catch mink. This!
book is edited by! | fflaBBB
A. R. Harding, con-[ I
tains about 50 ill us- I B
trations and nearly f
200 pages, and ist I
d i v i d e d into 20 C J feu chapters as follows:LI
General In fo rm a -®*^ ^ ^
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps. ‘

A

P rice, p ostp aid , clo th hound, 6 0 cen ts.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 6S illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
'1 ravel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Ju sh and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestion*

T

P rice, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cen ts.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
H E most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
SCIENCE OF
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, W H EN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
l|the K IN D of tackle
7
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
j Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf; Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
I Natural Baits; Handling the 1looked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
j and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
j Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
| Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.

T

P rice, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cen ts

MAINE WOODS,

SPECIAL OFFER

’>33 pages. 5 x 7 *"•»

I f Y - . T a n d

P h illip s,
Maine

A ny one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to M A IN E jW O O D S, outing edition

$ 1.25

M A IN E

W 00D8,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 4, 1915.
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grade.
The game to he hunted is nice shiny new uniform I will at any much, as honorable warfare is ex
ground hogs, squirrels, crows, hawks, rate be a splendid mark for some pected of civilized nations fighting
ducks, geese, and occasionally a body1 I do not expect to do much other human beings, it seems just
deer.
erood work in a uniform for any hunt about as legitimate to demand “hon
Ans. I would get the .22 repeater er could spot me a good distance a- orable warfare” cn the game. It has
Down in Maine during the just as much right to be alive a®
as first choice on account of the way.
cheapness of ammunition; .25 rim deer season there will he uniformed human beings. We ourselves did not
fire repeater, second choice.
It wardens at certain stations where place it here. We have no right to
would be foolish to tackle deer with game must be examined and identi destroy it beyond a reasonable afied before taken out of the state. mount for sustenance. Let the game
any of these.
5. Is the .22 high power suitable There will be large printed signs at wardens of every coun.y form a
for ladies’ use?
Does it cover all these stations telling all. hunters the mutual conservation club, and study
American big game?
Will it shoot rules that must be followed. Every up the best way® to outwit unlawGet into
as hard or has it as much range as effort will he made to get the ex fu1 hunters and butchers,
,22s having longer barrels? I mean amination over as scon as possible so “hunter’s togs” and go after them as
That’ll fetch
using a supplementary chamber with that hunters can return home. When one of themselves!
the license on shooting deer in ’em.
long rifle cartridges.
Maine was raised from $15 to $25
Mate Was on.
Ans. It is suitable for ladies,’ use.
(dollars) there was some kick, and
Not generally considered good for
game larger than small deer.
It many claimed that game hunters
HIS F IR S T COON
would seek other fields in Canada.
will not shoot the .22 long rifle as
There should be more co-operation
A . B. D., East Holden, Me.
that
to the rifling as soon as it leaves' well as rifles chambered for
between wardens, guides, and resi Illinois Man Was Poor )4atu)Pe Stuv
In your reply to T. M. B., New the cartridge, whereas in the revolv cartridge.
dent and Suffered Accord
Kensington, Pa., you say that length er there is necessarily a short space
6 . What rifle would you person dents of hunting regions in my opin
ingly.
ion.
It
has
been
often
proved
that
of barrel dees not increase the ef which the bullet must travel in the ally prefer for big game, such as
ficiency.
I have always been told cylinder, which is not rifled, before bear or moose?
You see I
am compared with non-residents, the res
Theodore J. Moser of Belleville, 111.,
that the longer barrels give more it passes into the barrel.
inexperienced. Please give me your ident hunters do most of the shoot
tells
the following story of his first
ing
in
the
big
game
regions.
A
room for the powder to burn, and to
2.
What length of barrel is bestpreference.
get the utmost power out of a giv for accurate shooting?
Ans. The rifle you mention has game warden should be under federal coon bunt: —
“As long as I live I will never for
supervision so that he cannot be
en charge of powder, a barrel is nec
Ans. It doesn’t make much differ the proper amount of power.
get
the terrible accident that I had
tempted
to
act
the
blind
horse
when
essary that is long enough for ALL
ence.
The popular length for pis 7. Is the Blake rifle the same as friend® or wealthy hunters try to on my first coon hunt. Although some
the powder to burn IN the barrel.
the
Krag?
tols is 10 inches; for revolvers, 6
A guide should be of my friend® (those that got within
Kindly explain WHY a short barrel
An®. Am not familiar with the buy him off.
to 7 ^ inches.
forced to carry a state license as an a block of me) knew what happened
is as efficient as a long one.
Blaketo me that night they never knew
Ans. There is only one way to
8 . How old does a boy have to be expert, and he should be held just as
W. B. G., East Bakersfield, Cal.
how it happened.
So I’ve conclud
test the velocities given by various
before he can hunt in the State of accountable to the laws as a game
ed
to
‘fegs’
up
and
tell
it all.
warden.
Resident
hunters
should
1.
Would
be
glad
to
have
you
ad
lengths of shotgun barrels properly,
Ohio?
“In January, 1908, a party of
vise
the
approximate
range
of:
Colt
pay
a
license
of
three
dollars
a
sea
and that is by means of the electric
Ans. Write to the Chief
Game
son; that would in many cases bar friends and I took a trip to New
barrel, Warden of the State of Ohio.
chronograph—a very expensive and Automatic, .45 cal., 5 inch
Memphis, 111. Having heard a great
and
Colt
Automatic,
.38
cal.
6
inch
delicate machine; also, even
with
9. Who is the editor of the Nat some poor hunters from the fields,
—poor as to finances, perhaps, and deal about coon hunting I persuaded
ional Sportsman?
finest ammunition, variations in vel barrel.
also poor as to shooting ability, hut an uncle of mine, who had a good
Ans. The ballistics are: Colt Auto
Ans. Newton Newkirk.
ocity occur between successive shots
coon dog, to take us coon hunting.
when fired under identically
the (Gov’t Model), .45 cal., muzzle veloc
10. What is the effective range of all tilings considered would it not
Bo
the next night we started for a
eventually
go
a
great
ways
towards
same conditions of as much as forty ity, 800 ft. secs.; muzzle energy, 327 lip Ithaca shotgun, full choke?
place,
about three miles ' south
of
protecting
game
and
conserving
it?
fi.
lbs.;
weight
of
bullet,
230
grains.
feet per second.
It is therefore
Ans. On ducks, about forty to
New
Memphis,
known
as
the
Okaw
Any
good
sport
that
is
not
w
rorth
necessary to fire a long series
of Colt Auto, .38 cal., muzzle velocity, forty-five yards.
.•
Bottoms.
shots and take an average. Exper I, 079 ft. secs.; muzle energy, 336 ft. 11. What rifle would you recom paying for in a reasonable license
Hunting seemed to he good that
fee
will
in
time
become
‘‘rare’*
sport
iments made in this way with the lbs.; weight of bullet, 130 grains.
mend for my wife”® use? She wishes
night, and about midnight we had
indeed!
Young
boys
do
much
dam
various lengths of barrels using mod 2. Does the .33 cal. automatic p hunt deer. She wishes one with
age with rifles which should never four opossum and two coons in our
ern smokeless powder shells show a make a good target gun, 6 inch bar out much reccil.
possession.
I, having shot both
variation due to barrel length, of a- rel, and does the ‘‘kick” in this gun
Ans. Either the .25 Rem., 25-35 or have been placed in their hands. Liv
coons from the tree, thought I was
stock
suffers
accordingly
when
stray
bout one foot per second per inch amount to anything?
.22 H. P.
a full-fledged cocn hunter, but, as I
which, if you consider the variat
Ans. Personally, I prefer the .45
12. What is the velocity of the .25 shots hit seme wild mark. That’s the found out afterward, I was only an
time
w
rhen
“beef
is
sure
to
drop”
I
ion which occurs between different Gov’t Colt Auto for target work as rim fire?
amateur.
Everybody seemed to be
shots fired from the same length bar it is better balanced.
Ans. The velocity of the .25 rim tell you, and it’s no joke for a far tired, so we concluded to camp out
Both models
mer
to
lose
live
stock
in
these
days
rel, Is so small as to be negligible, have fairly heavy recoil.
f're is 1,180 ft. per second.
cf high prices.
Cne friend cf mine for the rest of the night. We were
especially as the shorter
barrels
3. What do you consider the best
who
goes
after
small
game in the gathering wood for a campfire when
handle so much easier. The length long range and target revolver, auto
fall
told
me
he
lost
all
his lunch, a the dog started on a trail along
of barrel has no effect at all on the matic or otherwise?
box
of
cartridges,
and
a
couple cig Maple slough.
pattern.
A 26-inch full choke bar
Ans. Either the Colt Officers’
“Nobody wanted to follow, so I
ars,
when
he
left
has
automobile
at
rel will shoot just as cle®© at all Model or the Smith & Wesson, Mil
grabbed a lantern and a gun and
a
convenient
spot
to
enter
the
woods
ranges as a thirty-two inch barrel.
itary ard Police Mode], 1905, with
He will no doubt put up at some started to find ‘Mir. Coon.’ I heard
target sights; both makes to be
f irm house next time, hut he thought the dog barking, and when I got
L. W., Oak Harbor, Wash.
made to handle the .38 S&W Spec
it was far from “funny” when he there he had the coon treed. After
1 . I wou’d like to know
which ial cartridge.
and another man returned to the car failing to see anything that lobked
one of these two shotguns shoots \
only to find nary a bite.
Cne re like a coon I examined the tree. I
the stronger, a 12 gauge full choke J. W., Springbrook, Iowa.
freshing
comfort
was
a
thermos
bot was ‘tickled to death’ when. I saw
pump gun or a 12 gauge full choke
I wou'd like to buy a Krag rifle
that the trunk of the tree was hob
tle
of
coffee
which
the
greenhorns
automatic shotgun.
from the government.
Will
you
low. I grabbed a stick and started to
failed
to
“size
up’
'
’
evidently.
On
Ans. The
autoloading
shotgun kindly advise me how to get one? A Sportsman from the Middle
poke ‘Mr. Coon’ out of that hole. I
that
quart
bottle
of
coffee
the
two
shoots just as hard and close as the Do I have to he a member of the
noticed a peculiar cdor when I start
hunters
rede
heme
in
the
cold,
blam
States
Gives
Views
on
pump gun or double gun for the National Rifle Association to secure
ed, but I kept right after him.
I
ing
“boys”
or
another
type
of
the
simple reason that in the autoloading one?
What does membership
in
Game Laws.
“meanest man” fen their discom managed to poke him out and the dog
gun the shell remains locked in the the Association cost?
grabbed him. He showed fight and
fort.
chamber until the shell head stops
Ans. Krag rifles can be bought
I started to help the dog when I
Tc. the Editor of Maine Woods:
The
gradual
thinning
out
cf
the
pressing against the breech block. from the Government if you are a
Penn.,
Cct.
30 .—Tl e call of the game in regions where it has
al noticed the dog wasn’t so anxious to
The barrel and breech block recoil, member cf a rifle club affiliated with
woods
is
again
upon
us.
War
news
ways abounded is caused by severa tackle him again.
locked together, about a quarter of the National Rifle Association, cr by
“Right there’s where I got mine.
One is that big
lumber
an inch during the time the shot life membership in ti e N. R. A. l as lest its savor compared to the abuses.
What
I thought was ‘Mr. Cooh’ hap
heated
arguments
as
to
who
owns
camps, cook and serve as many as
charge is passing through the bar Regular membership in the N. R. A.
the best gun or hunting dog. Any 50 or 60 ideer to the men during a pened to be ‘Mr. Skunk.’ What hap
rel.
In the double barrel or pump is a dollar a year; life membership
season; much game escapes the war pened to me is sad to tell. I started
gun, the whole gun recoils instead is twenty-five dollars.
Write to Al old dog that can run and smell gar
is
new
recerx
ing
the
kindest
of
at
dens in spite of efficient wgrk on to do a hundred yards in 10 flat to
bert S. Jones, Secretary National
cf just the block and barrel.
Old Bill Worth en told the part of that worthy brotherhood, ward the camp.
When I got there
2. What is meant by “full choke?’’ Rifle Association, 1108 Woodward tention.
the
boys
gave
a
yell
and started
me
the
other
day
that
his
deg
Post,
—killed unlawfully and shipped out of
Ans. The term “full choke’’ is ap Bldg., Washington, D. C., for further
—>\ d'nky little mongrel cur that I the state.
The honest co-operation through, the wood®. I followed tliettf,
plied to barrels that will put at least information.
wouldn’t lock at for a minute—was of railroads and express companies but. I stumbled and fell, breaking ray
70%*of their charge in a thirty inch
When I got up they were
quite a clever hunting dog and that will help stop the unlawful shipping hmtern.
circle at forty yards.
Tin's is ac Ithaca, Stockport, Chao.
gone,
so
I
started hack to the old
he
expected
to
take
him
out
in
the
of game.
The preservation of wild
1. Please give me the address o"
complished by boring the barrel with
woods
this
fall.
I'd
like
to
be
campfire
end
lost my way. I wander
game,
the
establishment
of
fish
hatch
the Springfield Arms Co.
Is it
a constriction at the muzzle.
ed through the woods for a few
the same as the company that makes somewhere around when he “hunts,” eries, the protection of our native
hours trying to find it, and
then
the U. S. Service rifle?
I want and let loose a stray ball into his song birds are subjects worthy of the
J. H. M., Geneseo, 111.
I built a fire
the lh.d quarters just to see him get government's attention at any time, gave up in despair.
1.
Is a target pistol more accurspecial information regarding
till
actually busy for once.
and are in my opinion just as im and determined to stay there
ate than a target revolver?
If so, rifle that handles the Model ’03 and
one of the boys came after me. AI
expect
to
be
<n
the
job
again
portant
for
the
good
of
future
gener
’06 Spitzer pointed ammunition; also
why?
bout .8 o ’clock in th© morning my
Ans. The target pistol is more about the other models of Spring- this fall as game warden, and with, a ations as the conservation of forest
unci© found me.
trees
for
fuel
or
lumber.
In
one
accurate than the target revolver field rifle Si.
“He had a suit of clothes and a
of my wanderings through the Penn
Ans. So far as I have been able
mainly because the bol'et starts inspade
that he borrowed from a trap
to find out, there is no company of
j 1
jp r z \ sylvania mountain regions I follow per.
After changing my clothes [
ed a cross-country road which was
the name you mention. Tile Spring
buriqd
my coomhunting clothes and
formerly a railroad I was told, and
field rifle, Model r.f 1903, chamb
then we went back to New7 Mem
as
I
noticed
the
profusion
of
berries
ered for the Model of 1906 cartridge,
How to Establish it
going to waste within twenty-five or phis. i
which is t ie official U. S. Govern
“About a year later I asked my
As surely as “one good turn deserves ment rifle at present, is triade by
thirty miles of a city which is pay
another,” just as surely, one good habit
uncle how he happened to find m©
ing
big
prices
for
flour,
sugar,
etc.,
the
United
States
in
Government
ar
forms another. Get your bowels into
He laughed and said:
it did seem a pity that people could that morning.
the good habit of acting every day, and mories.
Even, though
not enjoy those berries. My friend’s ‘Nothing to it, Teddy.
it will do your whole body a good
2. Which will s 1 oot the closer and
I
had
a
bad
cold
I
had
no trouble
turn. Natural, daily movement of the harder, the Ithaca, or the Winchest
hunting clog, a Gordon Setter, drove
bowels is the open secret of the healthin tracing you.’’ ”
a
big
black
bear
cut
from
hi®
feed
habit. Jf irregular get this habit by er at the same distance, both bar
ing place; we did not have guns but
using “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. ^A rels fu’l choice?
Value of Acquaintance.
remedy that rids you of constipation
the clog was so mad his hair stood u
Ans. They shoot about the sam3.
O p p osite State H ouse, B oston , M ass.
A gentleman who was spending a
and helps to establish regular bowel
as
straight
as
a
ramrod,
and
had
t
1
e
3. Has any one evej- used the
Offers room with hot and
month in the Highlands went to hire
action.
cold water for $1.00 per day
j bear not retreated I am sure the dog a carriage for the purpose of taking
If s~,
I have u sed “ L. F .” ’A tw o o d ’s M edicine fo r Newton High Power rifle?
and up, which includes free
some tim e an d find it an ex cellen t rem edy for is it rel’ailile and is it Americanwould have put up a game fight. Sev his family for a drive. He looked at
use of public shower hath®.
many sicknesses. I have had a had stom ach
era! covey® of birds were flushed a vehicle and inquired how many it
made ?
trouble a n d o fte n tak e a dose of
r ..s ,
which reliev es me v e ry q u ickly. My d au g h ter
would hold. The ostler scratched liis
Ans. Sev eral people in different Nothing to Equal This in Hew England during the walk across country.
is tro u b led w ith sick h ead ach es, bu t is much
head thoughtfully and replied: "It
better since she began ta k in g y o u r rem edy. parts cf ti e ccurtry
have
tried
Now
that
the
1915
sea
sen
is
in
• Rooms with private baths
I find it an ex cellen t bowel re g u la to r.
bauds
four generally, but six if
for $1.50 per day and up;
them cut.
I don’t think they are
M rs . N . P. N a s o n .
view it seem® a good time for Newr they’re weel acquaint!”
R. F. D. No. 3, W est B u x to n , Me.
suites
of
two
rooms
and
bath
procurable ait present.
Year resolutions, even theugh slight
for $4.00 per day and up.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
4. Which of these rifles would
ly “out of season.1
Let every real
store, or write today for a free sample.
Apparent Contradiction.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF sportsman make a vow that he will
FREE. — “ Y e O lde S o n g s,” w o rd s a n d music you get if you were buying:
.25
“She twists her husband around her
of sixty p o p u la r songs se n t fre e on receip t of
Strictly
a
Temperance
Hotel
rim
rot be a ‘‘spoilsman!”
Hunting . is little finger.” “Why, 1 thought you
3 outside yellow w ra p p e rs fro m th e bottles, r:m fire repert'rg rifle, .32
Send fo r B ooklet
together w ith y o u r opinion of o u r M edicine.
f re repeating, cr .32 center fire re STO R E R F. GRAFTS G e n . M anager in reality a “war game” on
the said she had him under her thumb.”—
“L. F.” MEDICINE, CO., Portland, Me. peating, or a .22 repeater,
target
birds, animals, and fish, and inas Baltimore American.
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l e s' ot three hears and one deer,
Mrs. Amos Ellis is spending the
ail within two hours, and w'ould in
week with her sister, Mrs. W. T.
all probability have gotten the fourth
Hoar.,
bear had his ammunition net given
Miss Grace A. Graves and brother,
out.
Charles of Sidney came
by auto
Tuesday and are visiting at George
Messrs. Arthur Parody, Joe Wil
Bernard Bean killed an unusually
Guide Ben Gile Secures Two Fine Russell’s.
lett, Sully Mercier and John Laughlarge
deer last Monday.
He
was
A delightful Hallowe’en party was lin of Rumford left Saturday for an
Bears.
not
the
only
lucky
one
however,
for
held at the Grange hall under the extended hunting trip in the MooseHarry
Newman
killed
a
nine-point
They will make
auspices of the Senior class R. H. head lake region.
buck on Iris way home from Range(Special Correspondence.)
S.
The hall was prettily decorated the trip in Mr. Parody's Paige tour
weighed
Range ley, November 3.—Win. Lamb with, genuine Jack-o’-lanterns. Black ing car.
Each expects to bring back i c y last Thursday that
(dressed)
175
pounds.
who h,as been the guest of his dough - cats and crepe paper appropriate to a nice buck.
ter, Mrs. Albert Darrah of Richmond. the season were also used. A witch’s
Howard T. Reynolds, sporting ed
tent and numerous witches scat
returned (home Thursday.
Mrs. Clyde Reynolds, who lives tut
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Abbott have tered through the crowd gave the the corner of Wiathrop and Chapel itor of the Boston Post, and three
moved to Stratton, where Mr. Abbott assembly a proper appearance. Dur streets, Augusta, has something of a friends are at Weld on a hunting
ing the evening a candy table and novelty in the pet line, it being a trip, Vera Con,ant acting as guide.
has employment.
fish
pond, presided over respective live partridge, winch oame to her In
Ben Gile recently secured
two
Deputy Game Warden W. G. Rich
Faye a strong© way.
fine bears near his camp, weighing ly by Zelma Robertson and
The bird, which ha
about 200 and 300 pounds respective Ellis helped swell the funds of the evidently been* shot at or chased, ardson of Aurora reperts the pay
The entertainment was flew against the side of the house a ment of $10 fine by Elwin Silsby for
ly.
They are now in the (hands of treasury.
Taxidermist Picket who will make as follows:
few days ago and fell to the ground having a jack light in his posses
them into two handsome jpuge.
Reading,
Ima Moore partially stunned and was rendered sion illegally.
F. C. Porter and Joe Lamb are Farce, ‘‘Fortune,” two acts. Charact so helpless that it was easily cap
Ghief Game Warden B. A. Parker
clearing up the bushes and grounds
ers, Madelaine Harnden, Mildred tured.
It wias taken info the house
reports
the payment of a fine
of
of the Schierein camp at
Lodge
Hun toon, Carl Jones, Hubert and later placed in a box which was
Pend.
Lamb, Constantin e Harnden prepared for if, and while partridges $13 and costs by C. E. Woodman
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Reading,
Susie Stewart are not easily tamed it is under for the unlawful possession of a
Ara J. Ross, Saturday, October 30. Song, Susie Tibbetts, Mrs. C. B. stood that the one in question ap raccoon.
Mrs. Ghas. Haley is caring for them.
Harris, accompanist pears to be but little disturbed in its
James Doyle of Bath returned from
Mrs. G. W. Brooks returned from *Readi,ng,
Ida Pepper new quarters.
lumbering, driving and dam building
a visit with relatives and friends in Piano solo,
Faye Ellis
Richmond and Phillips respectively. Tableau, ‘‘Duty,’’ Everdeene
Word has been received from P aul ) 1'1 Mooeehead Lake last week. He
Rob
Mr. Brooks met her at Phillips with,
bins, Eleanor Moor© Merrill and Earl Grenier of Augusta, reports that wolves are devouring
fbe auto.
Reading,
Madelaine Harnden who are enjoying a canoe and camp deer in the Moosehead forests.
Frank Fhil'brick returned home the The program was fallowed by a so ing trip through the Kennebec coun
BU CK A1ND DOE S H O T BY A. F.
past week from Fan joy's Camps, ciable, music for which was furnish ty lakes.
Wednesday night of last
DEAN ON H I S H U N T I N G
wnere he has been guiding. At pres ed by Mrs. C. B. Harris.
Nearly week the boys were at Readfield
T R IP .
ent he is engaged in fixing up his $25 was realized from the entertain and the message stated that
they
premises for winter.
were having a good time. They left
Even if game may be scarce in
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger andi
home Sunday morning for a two- some sections of the Stated til ere is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
A.
Proctor
and
daughter, Anita returned Thursday
weeks trip, intending to camp along plenty of it in the Seboes region
from a few days’ visit with relatives family have returned from New Vine the route and also enjoy the hunt- says the Portland Press, as a post
yard where they have been for the
in Phillips.
lug, and as both are good shots they card from A. F. Dean of Dean Bros,
Oh as. L. Harnden is at Kennebago past three weeks.
probably will maintain a good supply shows.
Mr. Dean has been in the
Mrs. Daniel Rcss is enjoying a
with a hunting party.
of birds in their larder.
forest fastness less than ten days,
tihe
Mrs. P. A. Tibbetts and children vacation from her duties at
yet he hats already shot a magnifihave returned home from Portland, postoffice.
Wiilmont Knox, Raymond and Leon cent buck and has a doe to
his
where they have been the past two
Mrs. H. A. Furbish has been in Knox, three brothers, were found ) credit a,s well.
Not only that, hut
Lewiston the past week.
weks.
guilty in the Sanford court Monday he ha® found plenty of small game

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

SENIOR CLASS
GIVES PARTY

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS
A re open to accom m odate s p o rtsm en fo r fishh u n tin g . Send fo r c irc u la r.

H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Oaratunk, Me.

YORK

CAMPS,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
M ID D L E D A M , MAINE
In o n e of th e b e s t lo c a litie s fo r fis h in g a n d
h u n tin g in th e R a n g e le y R e g io n . C am p s w ith
o r w ith o u t b a th . F o r p a rtic u la rs w rite fo r free
c irc u la r to
C A PT . E. F. COBURN,
Lakew ood Cam ps,
M iddledam, M e.

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

VTA R U M FO R O F A L L S
B est S alm on a n d T ro u t F is h in g in M aine. Fly
bjsning b e g in s a b o u t J u n e 1. Send fo r c irc u la r.
H o u se a lw ay s open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO.,
U p p e r D am . M aine.

F I S H I N G
AT

Joh n Q a r v ille ’s C am p s
a t S p r in g L ake
Salm on, s q u a re ta ile d and la k e tro u t. My cam p s
• r a m o st c h arm in g ly s itu a te d on th e sh o res of
S p rin g L ake, w ell fu rn ish e d , e x ce lle n t beds,
p u r e s t o f s p rin g w a te t a n d th e ta b le is tirst-< lasa,
ele v atio n 1.800 fe e t above sen level, g ra n d e st aifeneiv ajad p a re m o u n ta in air. M a? fe v e r an d m alaria
anlenow n. .Spring L a k e fu rn ish e s e x ce lle n t lak e
tr o u t an d s alm o n fishing a n d in th e n eig h b o rin g
atP B a m sa sd pond& aae ab u n d an c e o f brook: tro u t.
B u ck b o ard roads-only 2-12 miles. A n ideal fam ily
su m m e r re so rt. T a k e h a n e c o m m u n icatio n s w ith
tilla g e a n d doctor. R eferen c e s fu rn ish e d - T erm s
re a so n a b le . A d d re ss fo r fu ll p a rtic u la rs .
J O H N C A R V IL L E . F la g sta ff. Me.

B lakeslee

Lake Camps

C om e to PIERCB PO ND CAMPS
[ w h e re you a r e s u re o f g e ttin g gam e, d e er, b e a rs
a n d b ird s . R educed ra te s . $15 lic e n se . Send
f o r circ u la r.
| C. A. S P A U L D IN G ,
C a r a tu n k , Me.

Go to
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS

Dead River,

-

-

charged with illegally hunting game
on Sunday.
The date alleged
in
the writ was October 10. The ar
rests were made by Game Warden
B. A. Parker of North Berwick. Wilniont was ordered to pay a fine of
$2 and costs, Raymond $13 and costs,
and Leon $10 and costs. The total
fines and costs amounted to $75, all
paid.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Marion Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Nason
and
Frederick Simpson of Bangor have
just returned from a week's hunting
trip at St. Francis, and report ex
cellent luck.
Mrs. Nason * and Mrs.
Simpson each shot a deer as did
Frederick Simpson.
They
report
that the deer are fairly plentiful but
that hunting will be better with the
coming of snow and the freezing of
the ground.
They brought down 13
partridges.
A feature of the

present game
number of
bears received at Bangor, which amount to more than 20 for the past
week.
Three came down on Thurs
day and 15 deer were added to the
season Tb total making the total to
dat^ 343 deer and 40 bears.
Wartmt
weather and an absence of snow is
making both the getting and
the
shipping of deer a very dangerous
proceeding.
It is expected
tha/t
with the advent of cofld weather and
snow the receipts will go far ahead
of any years for the past five or
six.

Maine season is the unusual

Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
R o n n d M o u n ta in L a k e Cami>*. W rite fo r free
b o oklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . P ro p rie to r.

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
R o u n d M o u n ta in . M aine
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Addresso, Oct. 15 till May 1st, D E A D R IV E R R E G IO N
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Section
Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
W E S T
E N D
Look, Prop’r, Eus|is, Marne.

H O T E L
H.

CASTNER, P ro p ’r .
Portland,
Maine

M.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport*
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
A furnace heated house when too cold
for log cabins. License for deet shoot
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
further information.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham
M O O SELO O K M EO U N TIC H O U SE
A N D LOG C A M PS.
H e a r t o f th e Ranjreleya. B eat fish in g reg io n .
Special J u n e an d S e p te m b e r ra te s . B ooklet.
M RS. F . B. B U R N S .

BE A SPO RT
a n d g o h u n tin g th is fall. Y ou w ill fin d g o o d ,
w v m c am p s, g o o d ta b le a n d g o o d b e d s a t t h e

W ESSELL CAM PS

MadawasKa Lakes, Maine
P . O . A d d re ss S T O C K H O L M . M e. 3 m iles fro m
B. & A . R . R . o n g o o d a u to ro a d . R a te s $2.00
p e r d a y . $10.50 p e r w e ek .

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S

Edward MoLellan shot a duck
Thursday morning while standing in
his boat off the Larrabee ooa.1 wharf
at Bath.
Workmen on the wharf
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. had a chance to kill the bird but
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part their aim with rocks and spikes was
ridge and duck hunting.
not true.
Mr. McLellaa brought him
clown the first shot and the bird
RANGBLB1 TAVERN S LAKE VIEW BOUSE landed /in his boat.
An unusual ex
On Rangeley Lake.
perience in duck shooting.
R a n g e le y L a k e s
R a n g e le y ,
M a in e

T h o r o u g h ly m o d e rn . O n d ire c t a u to m o b ile
ro u te . T a v e rn all y e a r. L a k e V iew H o u se
lu ly 1 to O ct.
B est fis h in g a n d h u n tin g . B o o k le ts.

The Fish and Game Commission
has declared open time on beaver in
the plantation of Caswell, just be
yond Limestone, from N|>v. 1 until
March 1.
It is claimed the beaver
Lave' become so numerous that many
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock
shooting. New locality open to hunt farmers complain of damaged crops.
ers. Write to
H E M O N S. BLACKW ELL,
Most time for whiStlers to arrive
Saddleback Lake Campa,
at Merrymeeting.
They are the
D allas. M aine.
last with the sheldrake to arrive on
their southern flight.
Capt. Copker
BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS Wednesday in crossing the bay in the
LAKE M ILLM A G A SSBTT
lighter Hattie B., saw only about a
S e p te m b e r fly fis h in g fo r B ig T ro u t. P le n ty
o f p a rtrid g e s a nd d e er. P . O. a d d re ss O x Bow, dozen ducks in the entire bay from ti e
M aine.
Androscoggin to the Kennebec.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

HUNTERS

RANGELEY LA K ES
C am p Bem is, T h e B irch es, T h e B a rk e r. W rit*
fo r fre e c irc u la r.
C A PT. F . C. B A R K E R . Bem is, M a in *

David Wacom© of West Moscow is
one of the successful hunters this sea
son. While out hunting last week

could have read ed that size from
the fry planted in the early spring
of last year.
Supt. DeRocher says
tnis is a fact, however, and that the
fish mature in two years. In their
native waters they
average five
pounds in weight, one of ten pounds
being considered large.
The fact
that the fish taken here have reach
ed six pounds, proves that they take
kmdly to these waters.
Fish of the same description, and
also believed to be humpback sal
mon, were taken recently at Har
rington, but have not been positive
ly identified.
William Drummey, of the Green
Lake hatchery, spent several days
last week in Ellsworth, trying to lo
cate the humpback salmon in Union
river, but could not secure positive proof that the fish have retained to
this river.
It is hoped that some of
the fish may show up in the weirs
a* Newbury Neck, or that one may
be captured, in the river.
The fish
erman taking one of these fish should
report to the hatchery at Green Lake
hv telephone, and hold the fish for
identification.
The return of the fish to the riv
ers of Maine is very gratifying
to
the bureau of fisheries. Previous ex
periments in transplanting
Pacific
salmon to Maine waters have
not
proven highly successful, and the
humpbacks are making the best
showing of any of these fish.
Supt. DeRocher writes the Ameri"can as follows:
**
East Orland, Sept. 10, 1915.
My Dear Editor:

In reply to your letter of inquiry
relating to humpback salmon, I wish
to say that in 1906 there
were
planted in Maine waters ’570,155 fry
and fingerlings, and in 1908 there
were planted 420,986 fry. These were
all humpbacks, and nothing was ever
heard from them after their liberat
ion.
It is not possible that these
and has landed a lot of it.
fish are the results of said plants,
Mr. Dean with Mrs. Dean and Mr. as they mature at two years of age
and Mrs. M. D. Hansen went into and die at maturity.
the wood® a week ago Sunday.
There are five Pacific salmon,
They made the trip to the Seboes
namely, quinnat, blueback,
silver,
region by automobile, had a pleas
humpback and dog.
They die at ma
ant time of it on the way and now
turity, which is from two to five
report that nothing could be as good
years, the humpback being the short
a? the Maine woods are at the pre
est-lived of any of the others.
sent time with game as plentiful as
In your letter you refer to the fish
It has been found where they are.
Ithat are being taken at Bangor as
Several members of the William possibly being quinnat salmon. NothTell club came out from their camps Iinp can be more remote than this
The first fish captured at
at Spencer Pond, Friday afternoon. j t.eory.
Among them were H. B. Estes and Bangor and pronounced a humpback
Henry C. Cadmus of Auburn, Hiram by me, was sent to Washington on
W. Ricker of Poland Spring, Judge Aug. 4, and the statement was veri
Newell of Lewiston, Henry MeCusk- fied by the scientists thbre.
The eggs that these fish hatched^
er of Braintree, IVTass., George
F.
D-.nsniore of Boston and David Haig from were taken at Ducker Bush and
and George M. Parks of Providence. Quillcene, two of the Piuget Sc und
Mr. Dinsanore brought out one
of stations, ti e latter part of - August
the finest bucks killed so far this and first part of September in 1913,
making them Two years old at this
season in that region.
time.
Their average weight on the
John H. White of* Lewiston joined i Pacific coast is five pounds, a tena party for a hunting trip at Upper pound one being considered large.
There have been 20 of this spec
Dam recently.
ies captured at Bangor within the
Judge and Mrs. Fred Emery Beane past month, the smallest weighing
six
of HalloweLl, left Saturday with a three pounds and the largest
Cn Sept. 6 , I
party of Augusta friends for a two- and one-quarter.
weeks hunting trip at the Luther j visited the fishway at Bangor and
found two small females which were
Hall’s camps near Seboeis bridgein nerfeet condition to spawn, so I re
One of the very proud hunters to lieved them of their eggs, about 3000
return to their home Thursday of in number, which wore sent to this
last week was Mrs. Joseph A. Ryan station to develop and batch. These
of Bangor. She had spent a week are the first humpback salonon eggs
hunting in the woods around Kineo, ever taken on the Atlantic coast.
Regarding the fish recently taken
and on her arrival home was the
possessor of two fine deer, a buck at Harrington, I am unable to give
you any information, but if, as you
an d a doe.
say the description is identical with
Dr. Willis Hurd and R. D. Tarr, those captured at Bangor, then they
of Biddeford, with a trusty
rifle, are without doubt humpbacks.
There is a change of color in the
went spinning into the game sect
ion of the country this morning and Pacific salmon, as the spawning sea
as a result they have brought back son draws near and the life circle of
This
a splendid specimen of deer that is t :ie fish draws to a close.
being admired by their' friends who j change of color is caused by the phy
are sniffing the odor of cooking ven sical deterioration, due wholly to the
ison, and, incidentally wearing faces influences connected with the growth
of the reproductive organs.
Death
wreathed with smiles.
| of both sexes is
inevitable after
spawning.
it is only the male fish
H U M P B A C K SALMON.
that develop the hump, and that does
Supt. DeRocher
of
Craig
Brook Snot appear until the spawning sea! son approaches.
Hatchery, Says They Have Re
Very truly yours,
turned.
JAMES D. DeRCOHER.
Supt. James D. DeRocher, of the
—Ellsworth American.
United States fish hatchery at East
Fine Asbestos Thread.
Orland, says there is no doubt that
Asbestos has been spun into thread
the fish, taken recently at the Bangor dam were humpback salmon, from so fine that it requires 32,000 feet to
weigh a pound.
fry planted Last year.
The size of the fish, the largest be
Gasoline and Salt.
ing six and one-fourth, pounds, led
When cleaning spots use a little salt
many to .the conclusion that the fish in the gasoline and there will not b«
were not of the humpback species, the objectionable ring left on the
as it did not seem possible they goods when dry.

